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BR.ASSLANP.·.·
Pizza& .'~. L~AleHouse
:610 EiBoise Aye .' .. ,(; 2455 Harrison Hollow
'·527Vista : . Fairview & 5 Mile'
. BACK TO SCHQOLSPEClAL
The University Gnu
is listening for
Hot tips: 385~1464
-
. Buy any individualLuin pizza and get 2 FREEMugS of .
Miller Beer or 2 SoftDrinks Exp.3.1.81 ' ...
l."
~" .~.
=~:'d)&.$aRemember
Those First
Times'?
• soUP
• SALAD
e SANDWICHES'
• DEER
• WINE, -SODA;~..~ [if 1/2 Block So.
: .': ,of University
:._,:on Broadway
Mon-Thur 10:30 am to 9 pm
Fri- Sat 10:30 am to 10 pm
• First-time jitters aren't new. And riding..~~ BUS isn't much different than the first date
and other "first times" that make most of us
a bit uneasy. .
Our drivers know how you feel.
So just sa}', "I'm a first-timer." Our drivers will do
their best to make your "first time" the last time
you feel uneasy about riding BUS.
We Can Get You There!
.' ..... ,\', c '. '" • .,.' _. • ~ • • '~tJ .. 1 • ~ ...., ••• ,'r =-,',
'NeDicJn't· ~--
Los" Out
u SE!·
'Check it out this weekend!
(or any other day of theyeor)
Friday: 30~ Drafts
Soturday:istRound
Superbowl Chu99ingConte.st
Enter Mow! .
Sunday: Hoontc>Close -2 Dit Drafts . .
.' .., ...S2·:Pi.tchers ." ,', .,- .'
- '.. , ., !," ';",' ~
I
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CROWD RALLIESFOR PUBLIC LAND
interests." not be able to support the lands and would
As an Indian, Whitman said he knows be forced to auction them off.
what it is like to have land grabbed away' "Do you really believe the states ought to'
from you. • auction off public lands to support the state
"We've experienced first-hand that the budget?". he asked the rallyers. Again the
gains of others will be at the expense of . crowd responded, "NO!"
others." 'Lawrence said that on the national
The Net Perce, according to Whitman, average, an Idahoan's income is about
feel they are the remnants of a Sagebrush $1000 below the national average, whereas
, Rebellion of 100 years ago. Whitman said the average Californian's income is $2,800
that the Nez Perce are opposed to the issue above the national average.
because "we're concerned membersof the Lawrence wanted to know who would
race of Nature." -~ buy the auctioned off lands. The crowd
As for the Idaho taxpayer's role in all of said "Californians!"
this, the final speaker for the rally, Bill Jim Little, of Save~ur Public Ll~nds,'
Lawrence said that the costs that result Inc., closed the rally, saying that he believes
from stich a land exchange to taxpayers the Sagebrush Rebellion is an ongoing
would be exorbitant.' " movement, and that as the years go by, the
Lawrence, head of the BSU Conserva- threat to our public lands will continue to
tion Group, said that the BLM spent $90 grow.
million last year, and collected $40 million. Little urged the 'crowd to get involved
He said the state would have to pay and get informed on this issue and others at
approximately $80 million annually for the Citizen's Information Center, located
, management costs should the public. lands in Boise. .
become state lands. Under these financial "Get involved-you've got a lot to lose,"
pressures, Lawrence said, the states would Little said.
MEGFEREDA Y first land use policy, would have something
AN ESTIMATED 500 persons attended' to say about that, Shank said; "There is
a, cold Monday noon' rally on the nothing revolutionary about greed;" Shank
Statehouse steps to hear anti-Sagebrush quoted Jefferson: .
Rebellion speakers. Lionel Boyer of theShos!lone-Bannock
Six speakers refuted claims to what they tribe of the Fort Hall Indian Reservation
said was the righteousness of the Rebellion; said that the Sagebrush Rebellion is the first'
two of them were Indians who, according white man's issue the Indians have been
to them, didn't want a white man's land involved with since the coming of the white
grab to happen allover again. man. , .
Bernard Shanks, former professor of Boyer said the state land grab IS "the
public land policy at Utah StateUniv., same kind of grab that took place in the
opened the Rally, calling the Rebellion a beginning of the West's history." The'
"new McCarthyism" supported by a"thin rights of the public land users can be
tissue of lies." , "abrogated by just the touch of a 'pen."
, "Dishonesty, slander and greed are the "We want to make clearthatthe Western
tools of the rebellion," he said. people support the public lands," former
Shanks told the crowd that the Idaho State Sen. Ken Robison said:
McCarthyisrn aspect is being spread by the Robison, a spokesman for "Save Our
media. "The .press is captivated by the Public Lands, Inc.", cited chairman Ted
romantic element of the movement," Trueblood, who called the Rebellion the
Shank said, which has fallaciously "biggest steal in the West's history."
portrayed it "as etched in stone, instead of Robison told the rally-goers that Idaho is
hot air." not lacking in p.rivately owned lands since
Many people do not understand what the there is seven times more privately owned
rebellion signifies, which is consequently land in Idaho than in California. Robison
surrounded by myths, Shanks said. asked the crowd who it thought might buy
Myth number one is that the Western the public lands if the lands transfer from
states have a right to the Federal lands public to state, and from state to private
within them, when in fact, the Western lands, as Robison and .other public land
states never owned them originally, Shanks supporters ',fear; the, crowd shouted back
'said. - ,. , "CalifornianSTl'
Myth number two, Shanks told the If,the public lands become state owned
crowd, is the concept of the Eastern states land, public lana supporters fear that these
verses theWesterri states, and implying that lands will go to "the auction block" and be
the -Westcrn states are "a' colony of the sold to private ownership.
East." 'One cattle, rancher. Lester Slim an of
In truth, Shanks said, Westemlegislators dJbbding, wrote Robison that he depended'
have supported almost all public land laws. on public lands for his family-operated
'Myth number' three. according to cattle company, which he caned part of the
'Shanks', implies that the'iNestern stateswill '~'Idaho 'iid'f of life." ,
provide better. management of the public Not only do cattleman depend on the
lands.' once.' tllCy;~e in, the '$t,ates:' ,h,ap\l~: C, " public lands, for their .livelihood, Robison,
Shanks disagreed, saying that the state land said, but 1% million recreationalists use it
laws are some of the most corrupt in the as well.
union. The crowd broke into applause when
He feels that despite some occasional speaker Cy Whitman said "The Sagebrush
managerial problems. 'rebel cries "grab the land"·-and he in turn
Shanks ended his speech by saying that rapes the land." Whitman, a Nez Perce
Utah Senator Orin Hatch calls the Indian, said that the entire U.S. has a right
Sagebrush Rebellion "the second American to voice its opinion on this issue.
Revolution. ..' He said that the lands will be placed on
Thomas Jefferson, who wrote the U.S.'s an auction block for "out-of-state
'81LEGISLATURE JunGE TO DECIDE .
LAURIEJOHNSfON ::"~~~'~~d,~:::in:nt:~~ ON I!NSURANCE··CASE
GOVERNOR JOHN EVANS took ad- tunately, taxpayers constitute a larger
vantage of last yeat's one-time-only $50 per group than do students, DONALD BARCLAY Thomas was an employee ofthe state or an
student fee increase when establishing his The State Board of Education is due to independent contractor.
recommendations for Boise State this year. discuss the financial equity among the four IN A hearing held last December to After hearing the testimony Judge Smith
According to BSU President John state schools in March. At that time, Boise determine the relationship between Boise said tha~ felt the state was "having the
Keiser, that amount is the discrepancy State will present its case that, there is State University and its student 'newspaper, best of both worlds in having a working lab
between BSU's maintenance estimate and indeed an equity problem. Though the 4th District Judge W.E, Smith indicated for journalists, but, not having any
the lower figure laid out by the governor in student body at .BSU is the largest, in the that "if nothing comes up to change, my responsibility when '. something adverse
his budget projection for the school., state, its portion of the education budget is mind" he would rule that the student happens."
The $50 fee was initiated to cover the lower thanboth University of Idaho and newspaper and it's former editor, Sally "The state left them (Thomas and the
governor's 3.85OJo cut last year, supposedly Idaho State University.', , ' , Thomas, are covered by the state's, liability student newspaper) hanging with no means
a one-time cut, but the governor has not, " ,This funding shortage has resulted in the insurance. ' to protect themselves/'Smith' said, "and
brought the BSU budget back up to pre-cut highest teacher-student ratio in the state, 19 Smith's official ruling will not be made that is not a nice way for the state to act;"
levels. Regarding the likelihood of the to 1, compared with 18 to 1 at U of I, and until sometime this month, after he, has
reappearance next fall of the $50 fee, 14to J adSU and Lewis and Clark College. read legal briefs prepared by the lawyers In preparing their legal briefs for the
Keiser said "It's inevitable given what the Another effect of this problem is the representing each side of the case. January hearing the court instructed the
g
overnor has done." consistent turning-away of students from The hearing was brought about by the lawyers to include "a laundry list" of.arguments as to, why or why not Thomas
This is not the worst of it, according to desired classes. Last fall. 3,800 were turned . state to determine legally if Thomas was an
ASBSU Student Lobby Director. Debbie away, primarily from business classes, and employee of the state and iftheArbiter was and the newspaper should be included
Mills., ' it is expected that the shortage of space and an official part or the university after under-the state's liability insurance, Judge
"From every indication the legislature instructo rs will have created a similar Thomas and the Arbiter were named, in a Smith also reminded the lawyers that his. . opinion 'Vas just "tentativ, e" and not an'
has g'iven us,, more cuts will be made in the situation this spnng. libel suit. The suit was brought against the
I h I
. lati .' I k R ' " . official.ju dgement.
BSU budget .... she said. Mills said that a ' not er egis anve acnon ast.wee • ep, paper bya Boise State student Who was
luncheon for the legislative Joint Finance Morgan Munger, R-Ola, introduced a bill allegedly libeled by the paper when Attorney Tom Borenson" representing
and Appropriations Committee was sched. calling, for a' minute of, silence in, public Thomas was editor. ' Thomas lind the student paper said "so far,
uled for noon Tuesday. At that luncheon school classes. during which time students It has been the state's contention thaUheso good"when asked for his reactions to
students tried to impress on the legishitors may opt for prayer or whatever,else they Arbiter and Thomas were not covered by Judge Smith's tentative opinion,
theirinterest in the bridget problems, along wish. , " " ',", " " state insurance. ',', ' ",' Sally Thomas saidthatshe had mixed
with ,the importance of the adequate The topless dancing loophole may ,be :, 'The,awyers~alled.a,~ witness,es menibe,rs ,feeliilgs aboutthe course of the trial.
funding of education. , , ",closedbya~easure·beforethe. House State !of ,the', Boise State ,University lldJninistr;I~ :-', :"~'an,individuall 'm relieved, but as
Other student efforts include a petition ,Affairs Committee. The Law Enforcement: tion,' ad\'isorsto the uriiversity'spubtica. Stu!ieiltBody President I am concerned,"
drive against in-statt: tuition, but,as Keiser Department failed to revoke the liquor" tion' ~ard,andThomasherself, Most()f Thomas told reporters: "The university
said; it' snot har4to get students to sign license of the Hunt Club in Gljr~!=~9tY l~t' " ihe'te5tiritonY· !=erit~~edon Whether or not .could exercise more control over student
petitions against tuition, nor is it hard to year when it was discovered that,the:Hunt' 'the state lladfinancjal. or editorial control .orgaili:tationsif they ,are not seen as being .,
gettaxpayersto sign petitions againsttaxes~ , -Continued to page, 14 ,'over the Arbiter ,and'whetheJ;'or not. entir¢ly independent." '
, D1ckselby
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"The onl}' gnu that's fit to print."
Don Barclay-Editor
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Brad ~lartin:"'Manager
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Shelly Moore -Rcccpticnist
David Muskc -Bookkceper.
1\ews
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The University Sek-s is published
weekly by the students of Boise State.
. Contributions and advertising are soli-
cited; the editors reserve all rights.
Offices are located on the 2nd floor of the
SUB. Hours 8:30 to 5:00 Monday
through Friday. 385-.1464
1\E\\'SST~"iDS
liOn Campus
Albertson's: Franklin Glenwood
Broadway Washington
Anthony's: Cole
BuHrey's:' !\-lain
. Cobby's
Co-op
D' Alessandro's
Desmond and Mollie's
Koffee Klatch
M&W Market: Collister
Main_Post Office
Music Works
Record E>cchange
Safewav: Vista
Smith's Food King:
Broadway State
SUBSCRIPTIONS
Get a full year of The UnivelSio' News for
$6, delivered to your door by an agent 0
the U.S.govenunent toQool. Allow that
agennwo days to -a week io deliver, The
News_ 1910 University Dr. Boise ID,
83i25
Name::.' ,..- __ ;.,..-
Address;:.' ,....._~
Cit)t~~ St. Zip
_ Duringthe next many days, there ....ill be
discussion after discussion on the problems
of higher education.' Most of these
discussions will be from the perspective of
legislators, 'Board members, administra-
tors, and townspeople_'
As students, we have our own
perspective, and I would like you 10 keep in
mind students' perspectives on at least the
following three issues: .
Fairness between generations: Con-
sider the fairness of a generation who had
already gained its benefits of higher
education, in large measure through the tax
contributions of the then-parental genera-
tion and in smaller part through its own
earnings or family savings; this generation,
as the now-parental generation,saying,
"we will not contribute sufficient tax
Thank-you dollars 10 supplement your earnings or your.
Steven R. Kimes family savings to allow you 10 receive' the
benefits we already 0 enjoy." Saying, in ,
effect, "We have ours, now you pay for
yours."
User fees and users: Let those who use
There is a need for some changes in be those who pay-you have all heard the
BSU's student government. On an issue as cry. But who "uses" higher education? In
critical as in-state tuition, our elected the long term, all do through more
officials have been remarkably quiet. A tolerance, higher living standards, better
petition drive, spearheaded by Eric health, increased enjoyment, greater
II I ,
GNU WONDER SHIRT!
. THREE POINTS To CONSIDER
Havingattended the University of Idaho,
Washington State University, and currently
Boise State University and having been an
avid football fan at all three universities I
feel compelled to write this letter of
congratulations to Coach Jim Criner and
his team the National Champions, the 1980
Boise State Broncos.
Having a winning football' team is
something too many people at this
university seem to take for granted, Many
students' did not even attend the
BSU-Grambling 'game because they felt
they should be admitted free of charge.
Sorry sports fans but thats not the way it
works. Personally, 1 would pay to attend
every Bronco game if that were to be the
case. Fortunately it is not. The Broncos are
an excellent team and their Camellia Bowl
victory is proof of this. Maybe if some of
the BSU student body had 10 put up wi-h
the antics of the Idaho Vandals triple threat
offense (stumble. fumble, and fall) for 11
couple of years they would learn 10
appreciate the fine coaching of COach
Criner and the hard work of our National
Champions that makes them what they are;
the pinnacle of success in' their field and
,w ithout a doubt the greatest student asset
to Boise State Universitv,
Thus to anvone \,ho'would even think
about c~ceili'ng BSe athletics-open your
eyes, we have the best team in Division
I-AA football right hereon this campus.
I am extremely proud to bea Bronco fan
and in conclusion Iwant 10 emphasize my
extreme thanks 10 Coach Criner and the
National Champion Broncos for enabling
jhe fans to be a part of their National
Championship. The Broncos are Number I
in football and Number I in the hearts of
their fans forever.
Anderson, was repudiatedby Beth Young
(our vice president); not subtly in a
smoke-fined room, but rather blatantly in
front of a television camera. AnderSon's
sole concern is to prevent the imposition of
in-state tuition; Young should share a
similar view.
Anderson happens to be filling a void.
There is an unconscionable< lack of.
leadership at the top, particularly notice-
able as concerns this issue. The situation
calls for a hard line-Anderson's petition
drive I should be' encouraged; the ASB
should join him in taking a stand: a firm
stand.
Perhaps Sally Thomas'reticence is due to
her lawsuit. Does Thomas need the supp-ort
of the administration? If this is the case,
Sally Thomas should resign. Asking for
Beth Young's resignation is a foregone
conclusion. Sincerely,
Paul Turner
YOUNG CRITIC
Open Letter 10 Beth Young ASB Vice-
President
After watching you on the evening news
on January 22, 1981, I couldn't believe
your actions and response to Eric
Anderson. I wondered if perhaps your
display was politically motivated? If one
was to follow your logic that only ASB
represents the students and should be the
only ones- passing al\j>etition, then only the
state and federal legislature should pass
petitions because they represent the people,
Perhaps you should reread the constitu-
tion, it gives all the people in the U.S. the
right 10 pass petitions. This is America
Beih not some Mid-Eastern F3Ilacy.
David Anderson-not related)
Student DSU
opportunities .. .the list goes on. In the shon
term,' students use higher education to
pursue their studies and their careers.
Facultv and administrators use it for
research, for resource bases, for forums
leading 10 professional advancement. The
public at large also uses higher education as
a center for cultural enrichment. as a
resource for information and technological
advice. as a source of entertainment and
cultural advance, and as an important
economic factor in the community.
Access, versus costs: Despite the
high-flown rhetoric of some years now, the
bottom line shows, and I quote, "The one
universal finding from these studies is that
price does affect access. Ever)' single study
finds a significant negative relationship
between the netprice faced by students and
their probability of "attending college,"
close quote. Each one-hundred dollars of
increased cost results in a 3C!'o decline in
enrollment, according to these studies.
The three issues above: fairness between
generations, user fees and users, and access
versus costs, are important issues to keep in
the forefront of the upcoming discussions.
to /'
I 'J~~'~~
PETITION
,.,~,""'"' ••
Gnu wonder shirt fits your
style in twelve gnu ways:
life
L Perfect for wearing to Gnu Mexico_
2_ Great complimentfor Gnu's briefs.
3. Better than an Alfred E. Gnuman T-shirt_
4. JUSt right for member of the Gnu right.
S. Loohswell on the Gnu left.
6. Wear it with your Gnu suedesh6e~.
i. PUt ana dealt one for )'OUI Gnu year's pan~'_
8. Cover up things the Gnu morality finds offensive.
9. Wear one under three sweaters and a
parka when you visit Gnufoundland.
Use one to keep your gnu-gnus warm.
After you've had il for years it still looh gnu.
Not ,;;uitable for saffariwear:_
_if
r:c.," -'.< I-"'0,
"
10.
11.
12.
Order yours -todayr-------------------
I Yes send my Gnu Tee Shirts' to: 1
I Name II I
I Address I1 j
i City Stale Zip :
II
I I
I I
I I
I I
I I
I I
I d' " ,', II Sen c~eck, ?r ,money order '~~: .', .' I
I ~:e~;-~lry8~7';~$ 1910 _UD1vers~ryDrive I~---------------~--~-II
WANTED: CLASS RINGS'
WEDDING BANDS .',. ~', 'DENTAL'GOLD '~
PAYING MORE' '.
THAN EVER BEFORE!
CASH! C:ASHICASHI .
For Example: MEN'S CLASS RINGS,WEDDING
BANDS,ETC.
Extra Large Ring, 20 pwt
Large Ring, 15pwt
Medium Ring, 10 pwt
, Small Ring, 5 pwt
. "
10K' 14K 16K 18K
140 200 240 280
105 150 180 210
70 100 120 140
35 50 60 70
Each Plecp. Must Be Weighed For Exact Price
We Use IDAHO STATE CERTIFIED SCALES
.Average Used Silver Dollars 1500 ea. .2U::dv--ea.
* ALSO BUYING *
Sterling Sliver * Gold Coins * Pocket Watches,* Hummels * Nazi Items * Guns * Sliver Coins* Canadian Sliver * Rare Coins * Sliver Bars
Buying Almost Anything Of Value!
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Maureen McGo~ern
In A Benefrt Coneert For March of. Dimes
8:30 p-.m., January 30, 18 1981 BSU Gymnasium
~6 General ~7Reserved
rICkets sold at SUB Information Boofh, ~ .•
Co-sponsored by SPB 8. KBOI I. ,.J"""A
K••ffeeKlalsch '
Open Monday thru Friday; ,
7:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. '
Saturday;
9:00 a.m. to 5:30p.m.
(closed Sundays)
Riseand Shine to a
cup of fresh ground Koffee
KoffeeKlatsch .
coffee and a hot-from-the-
oven homemade pastry.
40Q·South 8th Street
(8th Street Marl.tletplace)
345-0452 -
b
Coffee trivia: In 1670 a woman
named Dorthy [ones was granted
the first license to sell coffee
in the-United States.
COINS a ANTIQUES
NOW AT TWO LOCATIONS
5n1 OVERLAND 3437CHINDEN
OVERLAND. CURTISPLAZA • " GARDENCITY
'"4670 344-9G38
80th LocaUona Open ,11:30 to 5:30 P.M. Monday thru Saturday
..-',
o-o.p
Mon-Fri 10-9 Sat 10-7
Boise's largest selection of bulk:
grains. spices herbs beans
seeds oils nuts flours
fresh produce
juices and cheeses
A full selection of
bulk speciality coffee beans
'Kitchen Lunch, Counter
Serving all natural foods
11-2:30 pm .Mon-Frr.
Sunday Brunch 11-2:30 pm*Watch locally for Feb .IIth's
Co-op Newsletter *. '.
1515 North 13th 342 ..6652
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EETITION FUROR THE MEDIA CRISIS
DON BARCLAY
There has been a lot of flack flying around the Boise State campus about the drive to
!'etitionthe legislature to vote no on tuition. The flack, however, is not over the petition
Itself (almost all students seem to favor the petition), but over which of the three candidates
for student body president came up with the petition drive idea first. There has been a
mino.r media war among the candidates to claim credit fer the petition idea-one of the
candidates came up to The News office furious because his name had not been mentioned in
a page three article about the petition drive.
. It see~to me that the candidates are acting in a prettyselfish, getting elected mannerthat
ISdestroymgthe petition drive's credibility in the eyes of tire people of this state and in the'
eye~ .of the legislature. A petition is at best a pretty unforceful way of bringing about
political change and it needs all the credibility it can get in order to succeed. If those
candidates ~e really cpncerned about getting the petition to work they should be pleased
that the pennon ISgettmg exposure regardless of whether or not their name is mentioned in
the same breath with it. The three candidates are really of such similar mind that they
should be running together, not against each other; and certainly not at the expense of
student's efforts to be heard. '
ARTHU~ HOPPE
The nation last week was in the relentless grip of the most acute media personnel shortage
in the nation's history. In fact, it came as a surprise to many observers that the 87th Satellite
Inaugural Ballin Gerbilford, III., received any coverage whatsoever.
That particular story began on Monday evening in a seedy waterfront bar. Amos Pestel a
used confett] sorter, was sipping a creme de menthe frappe when a total stranger sidled up 'to
him and whispered: "Pssst, Mac. How'd you like to go to Wiesbaden?
"For what?" asked Amos.
"For the Daily Planet,ofwhich I, Jimmy Olsen, am now the editor. One look at you tells
me you'd make an ace foreign correspondent, once we shave off that stubble of beard, get
you a bath and buy you a trenchcoat with grenade hooks."
"What's in Wiesbaden?" inquired Amos.
"Forty-three people from CBS alone for starters," said Olsen. "They've been waiting a
week to welcome the hostages."
"What hostages?" • • •
L
"Okay, ma)'ut: domestic affairs are more your beat. How'd you like to go to
Washington? We need a probing reporter in the Woodward-Bernstein mold to ferret out
what Amy's wearing to the inauguration. So far, none of the 15,000 ace newsmen covering
that awesome event have been able to break that story." . ,
"Who's Amy?"
"On third thought, you appear to be more the sporting type. Arc you familiar with the
Super Bowl?"
"Oh, you bet. Wow! Lucky me. A trip to New Orleans, a front tow seat..."
. "Actually, there are already several thousand reporters converging on the Super Bowl.We
need you in Terre Haute to interview Morton Flogger on what it feels like to be second
cousin to a corner linebacker for the New England Patriots, who almost made the
playoffs. "
"What's an interview?"
"We'll teach you. And let me add that if you don't sign on with us, the Daily Planet will
?ave 78 re~orter~ with nothi~g to .do nex~week but write stories on the decline of designer
Jeans and investigate your financial dealings and sex life."
"I'm c1ean,"said Amos firmly. "And I'm staying home to watch it all on tee-vee."
The editor said "no hard feelings" and bought Amos a drink. The next thing Amos knew
he woke up in the hold of an ancient schooner, heading up the Potomac. "Shanghaied!
"All right, mate," said the captain. "Read this here contract for you to cover the three
d?g-sled t~ams in th~ inaugural parade and pick up some good quotes' from the
high-stepping ~rum majorettes who follosethern. Then write your name on the dotted line.
"Read?" said Amos. "Write?"
Amps said he thought they were goingto.toss him overboard right there. But instead they
sold him to a televisionstation and that's why he covered the Gerbilford Satellite Inaugural
Ball.
He says he can't wait to get back to sorting used confetti.
(Copyright Chronicle Publishing Co. 1981) " "
• • •
INSTRUCTOR MATERIALS FEE
Greg Hampton $2.00 (table use)
GregJahn None
Genger Fahleson $2.65 (book)
Rich Burchett None
Bill Eastlake None
Russell Myers None
Phil Welker None
Sonia B. deHunt $1.50
PeggyO'Brien $8.00 (approx.)
David Roper None
George Gledhill None
Ronald Gabel None
Frank' Youngstrom $8.50 (for
Frank Youngstrom
optional
text)
Thomas Borreson None
Mary Foley None
Cindy BrQwn None
Sgt. Don Davis None
Gary Davis tJ.one
Jean Boyles None
THESTUDENTAGIYITIES OFFICEANNOUNCES UNION SHORT COURSE WINTER SESSION
CLASS TITLE DAY/TIME DATES
BIlliards j: 2:30-4:30pm 2/17-3/10Camera Operation 7:00-a:OOpm 2/18-2/25
C.P.A. IT & Th 5:15-7:15pm 2/17-2/26
Chess W 5:30-7:00pm 2/18-3/1t.
lntro. to Geothermal En&(yy T &. Th 7:cc..9:00pm 2/17-2/19
Hair Care for Men & Women M s.oo-s.oocm 2/23-1
Introduction to Karate M 6:QO.7:00pm 2/23-3/16
latin American Dance T 7:30-9:oopm 2/24-3/10
Macrame Easter Baskets M 5:lJO.6:30pm 2/23-3/9
Marriage: serenity or Th z.oo-s.ooom 2/19-3/12
Survival
Basic Medltetlon ,W 7:QO.9:00pm 2/18-3/16
Minor Home Repairs T 7:lJO.10:00pm 2/17-3/17
Personal Money Management W 3:llO-5:oopm 2/18-3/16
Personal Money Management W 7:QO.9:30pm 2/18-3/18
PracllcalLaw for PrBetlcal M 7:QO.9:oopm 2/23-3/9
People
PUblicizing on the BSU T 3:lJO-4:30pm 2/24
campus
Resistance Exercises for M 7:00-a:30pm 2/23-3/16
Women
Self-Defense Awareness for T 7:lJO.9:00pm 2/17-3/10
Women
Introduction to Square M 7:00-a:3Opm 2/23-3/16
Dancing
"Scaredyeat" Swim W 7:oopm- 2/18
-first mtg.
1981 BOISE STATE UniVERSITY
No grades. no rests, no homework. no mstr uc uona! te e s '
A:I members of the ~njversHy Community are Invited to enroll In as man
, ~~a~s t~:S~'\'J ~r (a
50
moro$2.00 total r09lstraUon 100 at Ihe Inlorma"o~
. .. me programs require a rnatenals feel
ARE YOU A~ EXPERT in a no"~academicfield?
'S~areyour skills. Becomean instructor. Call
With your proposal today!
STUDENT ACTIVITIES
r---Q.f-~!~-~-~j.?.4.t._-,
IsName -'- __ ' 1
8
Phone __
1 IIAddress: I
I, ,j
1--- I am interested in leaching a Union Short .Course. 8
I I
1-_ I am interested in receivinq a Union Short Coursebuuetin I'
1 February. 1981. ' 8
.1 I
II would like to teach a course in: -II' B
1 I
1 I---~------------~--------~Send to: Student Actlvltlll8 Office
S.U.B.-Bolse State University
1910 Unl\lerslty Drive
Boise, Idaho 83725
Registration for the Union Sh rt C1981. Enrollment is IImlled a~d IS~':.'~ofIWlltlbe January 26thru February 13.
SlUDENTS MUST REGIS E r.s come. hrsl servo basis,
OFAF,FILIATIONWITH JNleJ~sm~~gt,~~~S, IDENTIFICATION
II youhaveany questionsconcer i h U " ....
In teaching a class.call tho Stud~ri~tl~ltl~~OOf~1:I~g~fr are Interested
KBSU- Jan. 29, 5:15pm-
"Garden of Evil," 10:30 pm., "After Work Special" featuring
TELEVISI'ON
Hard Choices, "Death and
Dying", Friday, Jan. 30, 9pm ,
channel 4- The growing interest in
patient's rights and medical ethics
which have come about because
of medical technology's ability to
prolong life beyond the point
which, under ordinary circum-
stances, death would. have oc-
curred.
Live from the Met. "Elektra."
8 prn, Wednesday, Jan.. 28,
channel 4· An opera in one act by
German 'composer Richard
Strauss, taped "in performance.
features the acclaimed Swedish
soprano Birgit Nilsson.
Qnthe
TOWN
There will be a "People's
Conference" held Jan. 27-30 in
the SUB Ballroom. The legislative
process will be examined and
workshops on consumer and
social needs' wil be held. The
conference is sponsored by the
BSU Social Work Department
and the Idaho social agencies and
consumer groups. Information:
385-1568.
Auditions for the 1981 Idaho
Shakespeare Festival will be held
Feb.6 and 7 at the festival office,
130 S. Fifth Street. This season's
plays will be "The Tempest,"
"As You Like It" and "Measure
for Measure". Information: 345-
0060 or 345·4757.
"Maureen McGovern" will
perform at 8:30 p.m. Jan. 30 in
the BSU gym for a March of
Dimes benefit. Tickets are avail-
"International Ballet of Caracas"
Jan. 28,29, at the Civic Auditor-
ium.
"Abbet Simon, Pianist, Concert"
Jan. 30, at the Civic Auditorium.
"Artichoke Music Concert," Jan.
30, at the Old Church.
"Boots Randolph & Rosemary
Clooney Concert," Jan. 31, at the
Civic Auditorium.
"Taming of· the Shrew," Jan.
'29-31, at the portland Civic
Theatre.
"The' Subject Was
wii"iamette Repertory
Saturday, Jan. 31, channel 6- A
film classic with Gary Cooper and
Susan .Hayward set in Mexico
during the gold rush days of the
1850's. Greed, jealousy and
retribution of three stranded
adventurers .escorting an Ameri-
can woman through hostile
country to rescue her husband.
-"Dead End", 10 pm, Saturday,
Jan. 31, channel 4- Sylvia Sidney
and Joel McCrea star in this 1937
film classic. Youngsters in an East
River slum try to overcome the
limitations of their environment.
R A D
able at DUnkley Music, the SUB
informati'on desk, and the March
of Dimes office.
"Doc 'Watson" wilperform at
8 p.m. Jan. 30 and 31 at Peter
Schott's Saratoga Restaurant in
Caldwell. Tickets may be pur-
chased at the Saratoga, Peter
Schott's Continental in Boise. and
Budget Tapes and Records.
Auditions for "California
Suite", the' Neil Simon comedy,
will be held Feb. 13,14, and 16.
The show /will open April 3 and
parts for six women and five men
are available. Call the Boise Little
Theatre for information.
."The Pirates of Penzance" will
be staged by the BSU Opera,
Theatre Department at the Special
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"Procol Harum album, Grand
Hotel. Jan. 29, 6pm· "All That
• Jazz'<-Jazz . sounds from tradi-'
tional to "fusion," featuring new
releases and debut albums of
contemporary artists.
QI04-"Bloek Party Weekend"
Jan. 31, noon-Ipm "The Eagles".
Jan. 31, 2:50 pm-3:50pm "fleet-
wood Mac"
Jan. 31. 9pm -lOpm "Fleetwood
Mac"
Feb. I, Midn ight-I am "The
Eagles"
Feb. I, noon-Iprn "The Eagles"
o KGEM ·9pm, Monday nights
"Live' at Gilley's" ,,11:05 pm,
Saturday nights - "Lone Star
Cafe".
The Onion Field
This true story is based on an incident which took place outside Los
Angeles in 1963: two small-time crooks kidnapped tWO police officers,
drove rhemto a deserted onion field, and executed one of them. But the
real crime is what happened after.
SAL T
Events Center on campusFeb. 27
and 28~ Information; 385·3486.
Boise Little Theatre presents
"The Runner Stumbles", directed
by Don Mummert, Feb. 20, 21,
24-28, student night Feb. 24.
Information: 342·5104.
Spring Schedule
JANUARY
29·30·1 The Onion Field (shown in the Boisean Lounge on 29th)
"Martch and Victorson," will
be appearing at "Pengilly's'
Saloon" through Jan. 31.
FEBRUARY
The Lost Honer of Katerina Blum
The Passenger
The Conversation
Unmarried Woman
Norma Rae
"John Hansen and Dawg law"
will appear atthe "Whiskey River
Saloon" through Jan. 31. "Kip
Attaway" will open at the
"Whiskey River Saloon" on Feb.
3 and will appear there through
Feb.7.
5·6·8
12-13-15
19-20-22
26-27-29
",
MARCH
"Arrow": is appearing at "The
Bouquet": through Jan. 31.
Science Fiction FestivaI··7:00 p.m.-2:00 a.rn ,
The Day the Earth Stood Still
20,000 Leagues Under the Sea
Fantastic Voyage
The Fly
Lumiere
Patton
At the "Big Pine," "EZ
Pikins" will appear through Jan.
31. "Winewood" will begin their
stay at the "Big Pine" Feb.1 and
will appear through February.
12'13-15
19-20-22
APRIL
2·3-5 Foreign Correspondent
Suspicion
North by Northwest
Mr. Klein
Breaking Away
The Triumph of Will
"Jackson Browne" will per-
form at 7pm, Sunday, Feb. 22 in
the gym. Ticket will cost $8.50 for
students and $9.50 for general
admission. Sections, but not
seats, will be reserved.
9·10·12
16-17-19
23-24-26
MAY
S E T. T L
o R T LAN D Jan. 30, 31, at the Willamette
~P_~~~.-:..-=:...~:.-~-=- Center. '
"Northwest Agriculture Show,"
Jan. 27-29, Multnomah Expo
Center.
"Christopher Parkening Con-
cert," Feb. l,at the Civic
Auditorium. '
"Dancin," (Bob Fosse Broadway
Musical), Feb. 3"7, at the Civic
Auditorium.
A
"Doug and the Slugs" ,Jan. 30, at
Roses," the Showbox:,
Theatre; ,"The Outlaws,", Feb. l,at the
Arena.
"Molly Hatchet," Feb. 10, at the
Seattle Coliseum.
"Leon Russell", Feb.27, at the
Paramount.
"John Prine and Steve
Goodman," Feb. 6, at the
Paramount.
"The Heaps and Johnny and the
Attractions," Feb. 7, at the
Paramount.
30-1-3 Cries & Whispers
7-8-10 Effect of Gamma Rays ...
Children of Paradise
New ShowTimes
Thursday
Friday
Sunday
7:00 pm
7:30 pm
1:30 & 6:00L A K E
"Molly Hatchet, 38 Special, and
New England," Feb. 3, at the Salt
Palace.
"Styx;" March 8, at the Salt
Palace. '
"Utah Symphony Orchestra,"
(conducted by Robert Henderson)
Feb. 6,7, at Symphony Hall.
"Count 'Basic;" Feb. 7, at the
Hotel Utah, ,
"Ballet West," Feb. 11-16, at the
Capital Theatre.
Prices
S.P.B. movies are shown each week - 3 rimes a week in the Student
Union Building Ada Lounge. Show rimes are Thursday at 3:00p.m., Friday
at 7:30 p.m., and Sunday at 6:00 p.m. Prices are:
At The Door
Students w/phoro 10: Non. Student:
SI.OO single feature S2,OO single feature
S LSO double feature S2.50 double feature
Or one Ticket Booklet Ticket'
The ticket booklet is availableat the
S.U.B. Info Center or at the door of the
movie and has ten tickets-each good
for ten single or double features.
More tIwi c:".e~ cen share a ticket
booklet, and booklets are Rood forboth
the falland spring\movie leatures -.The
price is 55 for students with photoID,
. 510 fornon students.
E E U E N EG
"Misalliance," Oregon Repertory
Theater, Jan. 28-31, at the Atrium
Building. «Continued to pqge 8
The Student Programs Board is always
ready Tor new members. If' You're
interested, call 385·3297. . .
'.. ;, ..
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The·Students need to know
-Where do you stand
President:Keiser:
For instate tuition
or against instate tuition?
The future of manystudents is at stake,
Paid for by S'A'I'T'H Eric Anderson, president.
VWYWORRyABOUT
WHEREYOURNEXT MEAL. .
Is COMING FROM?
Frankly, school is tough enough without adding to the load. Which is why
rhc Campus Meal Plan fuakes so much sense: \ Vc'll do all the work while
you enjoy great tasting. nutritional meals ... and save moncy too!
So sign up soon.
THE CAMPUs-MEAL PLAN.
For Information:
. Food for thought.
.See your "Food Service
Director at the Student
Union Buildir'!g er the
Hous!ng ,cashier. I", the
Administration Building.
lJ.niverslty Food serVice'
. . by
.' SAGA
Bc>iseState University
.rs
university loodservices
.Sag.•-
11, 1981 at 1:00 p.m. to explain
the summer positions available
and to take applications of those
interested. Contact the Job
Location Office in Room 124,
Ad m inistrationBuild i ng'
(38S-174S) for further informa-
tion or if you plan to attend the
explanation session.
WORLD AND NATION
PRINCETON, NJ(CPS}--God
has applied to Princeton.
Hoping to be accepted to the
Class of 1985; God wrote a
"personal statement "sent in
December to the Princeton
Admissions Office that He would
like to "experience first-hand
what college life is presently like,"
He added that it did not seem
right that He listen in on courses
when He has not been admitted.
Understandably. God did very
well on his SAT.
FOR INFORMATION about
classified positions open on
campus, contact the. Personnel
Office, 1616
Data Processing Programmer
Analyst, COBOL and Assem-
bler Language
Data Processinx Prozrammer,
Senior Analyst, Assembler
Language
CHICAGO--If you are male
and have cautiously watched your
cholesterol intake to lessen your
chances of heart attack, you will
lessen your chances of heart
attack--and increase your chance
of cancer.
A report published in the
Journal of the American Medical
Association, found that the low
blood cholesterol levels were
linked to cancer of the' colon, or
large intestine. .
Enjoy your ste~kfd
WASHINGTON-- Ten to
twenty-five percent of American
students have "massive, prob-
lems" in trying to write,
according to a government-
backed study.
The National Assessment of
Educational Process said most of
the nine,' 13, and 14-year-old
students it tested knew the basic-
conventions of how to write
descriptive paragraphs, business
letters, and other writing, but ten
to twenty-five percent of each age
group "do not understand the
nature and conventions of written
language,"
Contact the Affirmative Action
Office, 1979, for information on
faculty and staff positions open.
Instructor, Business Machine
Technology, Reference'
Librarian
Assistant Professor, Remedial
English
Assistant Professor, Political
Science
Student Assistant to Director of
Student Union
Assistant Professor, Communica-
tion
Two Assistant Professors, Physics
and Engineerfng.
Director, Physical Plant
Assistant Professor, Biology
SOLAR TECHNOLOGY lec-
ture and workshop classes will be
taught at Boise State University
for eight weeks,' beginning Jan.
2'7. '
The lecture course will be
conducted Tuesdays and the
workshop Thursdays, both from
7-10 p.m. in the round BSU
Vocational Building. Cost for
NEW YORK--Nobel Prize- each of the two classes is $25.
winning physicist Hans Bethe has Workshop participants will
endorsed nuclear energy as the build solar energy projects from
only practical alternative to' their own or other ,plans and will
.shrinking oil supplies the next SO supply their own materials.
years. He argued that in the long For further information about
runvn.iclear energy is less costly the _ course, ,contact instructor
than all of its competitors. Michael McSorley, 385-3735, and
He said there should be 4,000 for registration information, call
nuclear power stations operating the BSU Adult Education Center,
in the world lv the year 2030. 385-1974.
THE BOISE State University
S History Department's Friday Film
---- Festival will feature films on
Canadian history provided by the
Canadian government. . ."
P11-------C A M U
AN INTERVIEWER from the
Klondike Hotel of Skagway,
Alaska will be on campus on Feb.
Road Tri12s '.
«Continued from page 7 the Opera House. ,
"Liberaci," Feb. 23-24, at the
S P 0 K A N E Opera House. -
.. ' ,"Spokane Symphony with
The Outlaws,""38 SpC<;ial,"I'Michael Hune," Feb. 8-10, at the
Jan. 30,31, at the Paramount. Opera House. . ..
"Boots Rando,lPh, & ROsemary, .1 "Royal Win,nepeg Ballet,;' Feb .
OooneyConcert," Jan. 3D, at the II, at the Opera House.
Opera House. "VIadimei Jan Kochanski," Feb.
"Boat Show '81," Feb. 4-8, at the 14, at the Opera House.
Convention Center, ' "Manhatten Transfer," Feb. 18,
"Molly Hatchet," Feb. 8, at the at the Opera House.
Spokane Coliseum. "Wesiern Arts Show and Auc-
"Dracula," Feb. 2O-March 14, at ,tion,"Feb. 27-l11arch 18, at the
the Civic Theater. IConvention Center,
"Doc Severenson with 'the "Preser:vation Hall Jazz Band,"
Spokane Symphony," Feb. 21, at Feb~15,- atth'e'oPeraHouse.
. " " '. . N f W 5 _ .'-
INTERVIBWWITH KARL KNAPP
DON ,BARCLAY "
IN THE waning days of last semester,
Boise StateUniv.ersity student Karl Knapp
won the prestigious Rhodes scholarship.
TheUniversit y News spoke to Knapp
about his scholarship and what he had to go
through to earn it. This ' interview, is the
result of those talks,coriductedshortly
after the, spring 'semester began this
January. '
DB: How did you get interested in.
applying for the Rhodes scholarship in the
first place? .
KK: It first caught my interest when I
was a sophomore, I think. I had a friend
named Mike Hoffmanwho was planning
on applying for it and at that time I had a
basic awareness of what the Rhodes
scholarship entailed but 1 wasn't really that
seriouslyinterested in applying. However,
when Mike got it I went and talked with Bill
Mech, who is the university coordinator for
the Rhodes program. We talked about it
and we looked over, my resume .and'
everything, and that is'when I really started
seriously pursuing it.
. DB: Do you think Hoffman getting the
scholarship made it any easier for you, or at
least do you think it will make it easier
when you go over there?
KK: Well/to answer your first question,
I don't think that his getting it made any
difference whatsoever; I think-that perhaps
coming from Boise State could have been to
,my advantage on the basis of the interviews
simply because I was more or less working.
from scratch ,so to speak, whereas someone
like a student from Stanford I, competed
against has the obvious prestigious school
background. ' As far as Mike is concerned, '
and as far as any umve'rsity is concerned,
the Rhodes never allots itself a certain
number of spaces to each university nor
doesjt make any difference how, many
scholarships your school has won ,the "
previous year. Harvard is a perfect
example, they had five Rhodes Scholars
this year, counting the two from Radcliffe.
DB: What is the process of getting the
lUtodesscholarship,what did you have to
do?
KK: Well, it begins with filling out the
application which is probably the easiest
thing you have to do in the whole process.
Among the most important procedures you
have to take is writing a personal statement
which is not more than a thousand words
long, outlining your general intellectual
interests and essentially why you think you
should be a Rhodes scholar. You also have
to fill out, an activity sheet, which frees 1(ou
from having to outline all those activities
you've pursued extracurricularly, as an
undergraduate, in your essay. The third
thing you have to do is have anywhere from
five to .eight personal recommendations.
:As soon as that is done you waid until the.
state cormnittee notifies you whether or not
you have been invited for an interview, If
you are invited for an interview with the
state committee you will be competing
against people who are from your state as
students or your state as residents. Once to
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the state level, two people' from each' state
can be selected to compete at the district
level and the district level is where the final
interviews take place.
place., ' "
DB: What exactly are they looking for in
a Rhodes scholar, what are some of the.
things that count?
KK: T thillkwhat, in these times, the
committees are looking for, more than
simply Intellectual prowess; is well
roundedness, really; they are looking for
someone who not only' excelled" in the
classroom, who has those intellectual
capacities to succeed at the graduate level,
but who has participated in sports events or,
has been involved in studentgQvernment or
in journalism, things like that. I think the
committee is truly looking, more than
anything though, for a certain genuiness
and sincerity in these kind of pursuits; that
you didn't do something simply to fill in.a
void in your resume. When the committee
looks over your resume with your personal
statement, your transcript, and your letters
of recommendation, they can get a
subjective view of your character, and if
your resume doesn't mesh with what you
have to say in the interviews they are going
to see an inauthetic type of character,
someone who .is trying to appease the
committee.
DB: In these interviews what kind of
questions do they ask' you? Are they just
academic type Questions or are they
personal? Also do they just pull anything
from the realm of knowledge to ask you, or
, do they ask you questions specific to your
aim of study?
KK: Will, they will ask questions in all of
those' areas. For example, in my state
interview I was asked questions ranging
from some movies I had seen to poetry I
had read, and at the district level I was
asked questions ranging from what books I
felt to be the-most important to inyown
intellectual development to questions
concerning my running. At the most severe
level, that was my second interview, I was
asked questions specifically from my field
of study. They were asking me questions
dealing directly with what I had read; for
example.I was asked a. question dealing
with a paper, I wrote on James Joyce's
Portrait of tile Artist as a Young Man.
DB: Did they ask any questions you
didn't know?
KK: Yes they did, and when that'
happens about the onlything you can do
is be honest and say that you don't know.
DB: Did you answer any that you didn't
know.
KK:-I answered one question (didn't
know. They asked me, based onone of my
recommendations, they asked me a
question on a movie they thought I had
seen, which I hadn't. They asked meto
make acomparison between this movie and
ii certain novel , and seeing as how I had
read the novel and I knew a lot about the
novel I answered the question. anyway
rather than dragging out the entire issue.
Aside from that, if I didn't know
"Continued to page II
Bcns;sT~Ti---1COMPLETE
UNIVERSITY' ICAT.S~RVIC
. ,,[,G;].Tue S..-~
STUDENTIFACULTY '~llj'Brakes
DISCOUNT CARD 10 Tune..up
expires 9/30iso 'rO Lube&oil
'Good 13th & Main only 10 Air
radi':i- tire ! conditioning
lMopil. '_______________, 0 Shocks
Open 8:00 to 3:00 GOOD ANYSATURDAY "O'.F r end
Phone 343.2566 ' ront en
10% OFF ADVERTISED OR REGULAR PRICE which ever is lower
1"Irestone.,
Broadway Ave. Just 2 blocks from Bronco Stadium
SUPERBOWL
CHUGGING
'CONTEST
..
5 Person Teams compete for:
.$500 FIRST PRIZE
5 luncheon specialsafCasaBlancc;! second prize
5 lP's from OJ'sthird prize
Rules and entry forms at Caseys
1st Round elimination Saturday at 8:00 pm
$25:00Entry Fee
,". '/ '-, ,"
MondayFEB2,7:30pm SUB BALLROOM BSU
sponsored by'CmllpusCrusade .for Christ
-. ,", A~dmissioti .free.
';','
:':::i.};
::.,:.,I...~
. '.
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.Another floating rumor has it that
KBSU is interested. in moving out
of its present quarters and taking
over the third-floor Lookout
Room in the SUB.
VaudeviUe Revlsited.Students will
be admitted to two performances-
-Wed. Jan. 28 and Thurs. Feb.
12--for a special price (Suggested
donation $5). All requests for
tickets should be directed to 300
Main--phone 345-0300. .
Speaking of which, CARD (The
Committee Against Registration
and the Draft) has estimated that
half a m1U1oneligible men have
ignored the call to register for the
draft. In a five city survey CARD
found shortfalls ranging from 20
percent in Phoenix to 40 percent
in Atlanta.
From the rumor mill. A popular
downtown bar and restaurant, at
Jeast among our tippling crowd,
is allegedly going out of business
within the month .. The bar's
wonderful location will be conver-
ted to a real-estate office.
Union Short Courses. All students
faculty, staff, and spouses' of
faculty and staff will be able to
sign up for the Union Short
Courses. The non-credit short
term' classes. begin in mid-
-February. Registration is goin 'on
now in the SUB information
booth. A $2 fee covers registra-
tion costs for from one to then of
the 19 available subjects, and, in
some cases, the cost of material.
The' Klondike Hotel will be
interviewing on campus for
summer employment in Skagway,
Alaska. The time of the
interviews is 1:00pm on Feb .. II in
the Caribou room of theStudent
Union Building.
TimLamotr.Ruth Lowery, Mary
Ann Perez, Julie Woodall,Mary
Chadez, Kathy Cromwell, Eugene.
Hayes, Anne Lindsay, Alice
Meyers, Tronnie Olson, and
Wendy Walker have all been
included in the 1981 edition of
"Who's Who Among Students in
American Universities and Col-
leges. "
Jackson The SUB
information booth reports that
they are getting phone calls about
the Jackson Browne concert
aproximately every ten minutes.
Groups from as far away as
Spokane have asked to buy large
blocks of tickets, but no blocks of
tickets will be sold. The tickets go
on sale Monday, Feb. 2. Best bet
for non-student tickets is at
Record Exchange; Budget Tapes
and Records, and the Stereo
Shop; full-time BSU students can
get their tickets at the info booth.
.Promoters guess that the tickets
, will be gone in four hours.: Prices
for general admission tickets are
$9.50 and student tickets are
.$8.50.
The army wants to talk to you
about your afterlife. Why not,
they have had a great deal of
successhelpingpeople all over the
world make it into the afterlife.
Gilbert and Sullivans' "The
Pirates of Penzance" will be
coming to the' Special Events
Center Feb. 27th and 28th. The
light opera is being put on by the
Boise State' Opera Theater.
If you have something you want
to see in City Lights submit it to
The University News on the
.Friday before the issue of the
.paper you want it to appear in.
The sooner it is turned in the
better the chances of it appearing
in print.
Josh McDowell, traveling repre-
sentative of campus Crusade for
Christ will speak on ."Maxi- !
mum Sex" at 7:30 pm Monday, I
February 2, in theSl.lls Ballroom.
He will speak on "The Great
Resurection Hoax" at 7:30 pm
Tuesday, February 3rcl at Boise
High School in the Auditorium.
McDowell will also give talks in
classrooms at BSU.
Boise State alumnus Robert W.
Williams has received a fellowship
from the National Research
Council to work on a project to
develop, artificial blood fQr the
U.S. Navy. Hopefully this project
isn't being carried out in
anticipation of increased need.
A button from anti-tuition
campaign of year's past.
Need some extra money for college? You can earn up to $6,000 while
you're in school, serving part-time with the ~y Reserve. Unlike many ,
part-timejobs.oursfits Into your schedule. All It takes IS a weekend a month
during the school year,therest-of your training is in.the summer-seven
weeks one summer, at least eight weeks the next, plus two weeks annual
training. Interestedi'Stop by today. . ..' _
··rE'J(T·· ·TO' ". D··.•~A~ AD1MY' •. ·····RlE·~nD'm'WI;'"..., • . . nI.~ ......-UYA . ·~1J .,,£.
334-17-1()
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CANDIDATE SATIRIZES BSU· KNAPP
MEGFEREDAY
Amidst the usual for-sale signs, lost and
found notices, and theatre handbills seen
on the Boise State Campus lurks another
.breed. of public advertisement. During the
. last month of the previous semester, posters
satirizing the. management of the BSU
administration, the football team" the
Pavilion, and the Arbiter made their
appearance on campus bulletin boards.
The posters make these critical comments:
"Eliminate the students attending BSU,
they get, in the way of employees and
faculty and cause severe administration
problems.'
I ~
"Support the BSUBroncos -7 a subsidiary
of Trus-Joist Corp. '
"E.C. Anderson supports influentual off-
. campus organizations (such as the BAA
and the Alumni Ass.), and recognizes all
the "good things" they do to improve the
quality of education at BSU."
"E.C. ANDERSON SUPPORTS BSU'S
SEMI-PRO FOOTBALL TEAM."
Anderson's group cans for "student
autonomy" via more say in administrative
affairs. As for the group's future plans, its
spokesman said, "There've been requests
and prompts that I run for ASBSU
president. (Which Anderson is' now doing).
With the kind of positive feedback that I
have continued to receive (to run for
president), it is highly likely."
Anderson cites the cost of student
government as the primary concern of a
student body president. "Since the
students employ the president, he should be
responsible to them, just as the, student
services should fulfill the needs and desires
ofthe students. He added, '''I'm not above
attacking these issues."
The ' group, with Anderson as its
spokesman, criticized the SAGA Food
Company, as a part of the criticism aimed
at the administration; the football team or
the problem of athletics vs academics
at BSU; the Pavilion; and the Arbiter (now
the University News). "We'd like to see
some improvements made in these areas,"
Anderson said.
In the case of the Saga Food Co.,
Anderson said that the students have less
hours used of the main cafeteria, .leaving
only the Deli open. According to
Anderson, this action' "seems to be
oriented to the interests of the staff rather
than to the students' needs. We need more
accountability to the students."
The BAA also comes under the satire-fire
of the group, which questions the activities
Who is E.C. Anderson and what is he of special interest groups such as the
trying to say? In an interview last BAA."
December, the 22-year old ex-army The Pavilion is being paid for, in part. by
corporal turned communications major at "force", Anderson said, referring to the
BSU, explained why he and five of his $40 increase in student's tuition to help
friends were moved to put up, the xeroxed with some of the constructoin costs of the
messages. center.
"You could call our group a voice for: I, Another objection 'of the group's in the
student's concerns that is dedicated to shed' ,.patronizing attitude of the BSU administra-
light on the unstressed issues and to create tion, or what Anderson called the "logos
awareness to advocate student consumer- parentis" syndrome (the parent figure
ism," Anderson said, adding that he feels" syndrome).. Adds' Anderson, "the more
the students should be getting a better deal students are denied the right to make
concerning the above mentioned issues at decisions, the more apathetic they become."
BSU. He said an example of the "logos
parentis"at BSU and the rest of the state's
universities is the no-alcohol-on-campus
, ruling, which by student opposition was
modified to accept liquor' only in
dormatory rooms. Anderson said he and
his friends hope to "gather student body
support for action via thejudicial route,','
to challenge the, university~s "right" .to
prohibit alcohol on the campus.
Whereas other" universities have pro-
gressive programs, "BSU is behind the
times-our group has gotten a lot of positive
feedback from the posters in regards to
this," he said.
Further criticized by the group was the
Arbiter for "itsattemptsat being a campus
, newspaper." Anderson said that the
Arbiter is not widely read by the student
body, that frequently articles are published
too late after the fact, and that it does not
address the issues at BSU .
The group had Some good things to say
about "the admirable qualitites" of BStJ
President John Keiser. "At this time, a lot
of his policies are good," Anderson said,
citing Keiser's efforts to upgrade BSU's
academic requirements by bringing in
English competency exams, and narrowing
down the number of classes for which
students can recieve credit towards their
degrees in each of the three fields of study
(Arts and Letters, Social Sciences and
Sciences).
"In actions taken this semester,
Anderson collected a total of 1,000
students' signatures on an anti-tuition
petition. When -asked why he was
collecting signatures, Anderson replied,
"There is a lack of action by anyone
discussing in-state tuition." According to
Anderson, if the students take action
against the fee hike, they can stop the 2/3
votes necessary to pass the hike .in the
legislature. "If we don't do anything we
most assuredly win be paying this increase
in 1982." 'Anderson said the fee
controversy is the' 'primary reason" he will
be running for ASBSU president. .,.; .
-Continued from page 9
something, lwoulcl tell them, but that
didn't happen very often; in virtually
every case. I was able to. answer iques-
tions at one level or another. .One of
the most important things in the interviews
was being able to answer their' questions
because the committee wants to hear you
speak; they're not asking you topuncha
button like you were ana game show and
pop-up with the answer. If you don't
understand the question you can ask the
committee to restate it in a way that is more
understandable for you;
DB: Who were some of the people you
competed against? . ,
KK: Well, at the state level I competed
againststudents from both Idaho and from
allover the nation, but they were' either
from Idaho originally or they went,' to
school in Idaho. I competed against the
student body' president of Princeton,
another student from Georgetown, another
guy from Stanford, another student from
Indiana University, students from the.
College of Idaho--I was the only Boise State
nominee. At the district level there were'
thirteen of us and they come from North
Dakota,' Wyoming, Montana, Idaho,
Oregon, Washington and Alaska.' Alaska's
lone representative was from Dartmouth;
Oregon's representatives were from
Stanford and Harvard, Washington's were
from University of Washingtonvand
Williams College, Idaho's were myself and
a girl from the Air Force Academy.
Montana's were from Caroll College and
University of Montana, Wyoming's were
both from the University of Wyoming.
North Dakota's were from Stanford Law
School and North Dakota State.
DB: What exactly are you going to get
from the Rhodes Scholarship, what are the
.rewards?
KK: Well, annually I will receive
a, stipend of approximately 7,000 pounds,
which in dollars comes 01.1t to ' approxi-
.mately 16,800 and it's a two-year
scholarship. I'll have the opportunity to
study for a final honors bachelor of am
degree which is pretty much the equivalent
of a masters degree here. My stipend will
«Continued to page 14
"Let's put up a building that has no use
whatsoever then force the students to pay
for it. We could call it something like the
Special Events Center."
An posters are signed "E.C. Anderson."
Monday Night
2 for 1 Drinks
Midnight Movie,
This Friday and Saturday_
'}T'1arlon Brando in
Last Tango In Paris
All SeatS(!JMANNTHEATRES[E] Rated
2.50 ~ MANN 4 ~ X
10178 OVERLAND RD.
Ist &. 3rd Tuesday
BELOW THE BELT
( Adult comedy show)
220 glasses-of
FREE
Beer at 9:00
-'Wi ......... ---.:--_.~~ __ .
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Reaganolllics?
lJy .ar~yA.mu.
NFLATION, NATIONAL de-
fense, energy, and employment
problems top the list of Reagans
priorities. Each are integrally
bound, and failure in anyone could have
serious repercussions on the others. Just
four years ago President Carter had a
similar agenda but with a distinct difference
in that the items were just reversed. Un-
employment-problems headed his list while
inflation was. accorded a much lower
priority. Not recognizing inflation to be'
the cancer it is and basically neglecting it
for at least half of his presidency, Carter's
economic game plan collapsed. . High
inflation and interest r-ates were largely
responsible for his defeat.
Economists have lately learned that the
trade-off between inflation and unemploy-
ment is illusionary, that in fact inflation is
one' of . the. main culprits increasing
unemployment, not reducing it. Further,
inflation reduces people's propensity to
save, and it is' from savings that investment
and capital expansionary monies come.
Without investment each worker in the
labor' force becomes less productive,
national income falls, foreign competition
becomes more intense, unemployment
rises, and all the economic problems
compound.. Inflation affects decisions to
save and invest which in turn affect
productivity, output, and employment.
Inflation doesn't originate in heaven, nor
for unknown, reasons, but is caused by
earthly policy makers and those policies can
be changed. But. how?
First it: app.ears,:that Paul Volker,"
chairman of the Federal Reserve system, is
serious about reducing the supply of money
to a rate that more closely approximates t-he
growth rate of the economy. Clearly the
growth of the money supply over the last 15
years has been considerably larger than the
output of goods and services. The result is
that the value of each piece of paper called
money is reduced .. But as the money supply
is reduced, the demands made on the
supply of loanable funds must also be
reduced. If they are not, interest rates will
go even higher,investment will be further
curtailed, and economic problems will
accentuate. How can the demand for
available funds be reduced? Cut
government spending! And that's precisely
whatReagan says he will do. But where
should these government cuts come from?
Let's begin by understanding that the
overriding objective of the federal
government the last 20 years has been
"income transfers," payments for no
services rendered, i.e., taking money from
one set of taxpayers and giving it to others.
Now, while some might argue that this is a
worthwhile goal, we must -note that the
outcomes of policies to spread the wealth
have been much different than intended.
Yes, a portion of the monev for food
'stamps, medicaid, and CETA funds for job
training does get through to poorerpeople;
but most does not. Consider, for example,
that the -social welfare functions, of all
government have gone from about 175
billion in 1965 to more than $325 billion in
1976, an increase of $250 billion per year
and all in the mime of helping the poor;'
Yet the number of poor people hardly
decreased at all during this period, rdughly
estimated to be about 25 million people,
using current definitions. If indeed we
would take the $250 billion increase in
social welfare spending each year and give
it to the 25 million poor, each would receive
a $IO,OOOcheck resulting in an annual
income of $40,000 for a family of four.
Who, then, did get it? As always, it's the
people who know how to use the political
process: people who teach the poor, train
the poor, study the poor, work in think
tanks" pondering ways to help the poor,
and, of course, the thousands who
administer the programs to render services
to the poor .. In' other words, about
two-thirds of the money earmarked for the
poor actually goes to the non-poor. It'S,
often said, "There's no end to the good
that do-gooders will do with other people's
money," and we see that process in the
above example. Enormous latitude exists
for the Reagan Administration to cut the
massive 'programs supposedly aiding the
poor which are in fact lining the pockets of
educated, middle-income whites.
The Department of Energy provides
another opportunity for a large reduction
of government monies. Ten years ago there
was no DOE, and, therefore, relatively
little" government involvement in energy.
The result was plentiful" energy at relatively
low prices. Subsequently government
regulations in natural gas 'and petroleum->]
freezing prices below equilibrium levels,
entitlement programs, locking producers
out, encouraging consumption and dis-
couraging supply by not deregulating, and
the overall passing of new policies-that
discourage exploration and drilling-shave
produced our energy crisis .. A ten billion
dollar reduction in the DOE budget would
result in more energy and less government..
The idea floating around that a
substantial portion of the federal budget is
unchangeable, disbursements that cannot
be reduced, is nonsense. The current
transfer society we've created was created
by law. It can also be eliminated by law.
The ongoing legalized thievery of taxpayers
tobail out Chrysler and New York City, to.
aid tobacco, cotton, and sugar beet
growers, to line the pockets of those
"concerned" with the poor,' to subsidize
housing and rail passenger service, to fund
urban renewal projects, to protect General
Motors and Ford from foreign competi-
tion, and the built-in escalators of a social
security system that's headed toward
bankruptcy could all be changed by law. If
the Reagan Administration remains com-
mitred to increasing national defense
spending, then the cuts in non-defense
areas will have to be even greater.
Budget cuts in the areas mentioned and a
lowering of taxes to create incentives to
save, invest, and produce, with a balanced
budget, would in my opinion: (a) reduce
innation, (b) lower interest rates, (c) in-
crease savings and investment, (d) increase
productivity, output, and employment, and
(e) reduce the number of people classified
as poor.
If each interest group successfullj"
defends its "right" to other people's
money, and cuts ate not made, the
economy will just sink deeper and the
problems will become more unmanageable.
The question is whether Americans are
willing to wean themselves from the federal
trough, recognizing that from the
beginning of time there are two ways to
make a living: (I) work and produce, or
(2) steal. Unfortunately, politicians and
economists in particular, and democracies
in general, increasingly encourage the
second option. And you'll have to admit,
legalized thievery is a great labor saving
device.
Parade Fun
Dow, makers of oven cleaner and other
stuff, too.
Landon: Well it's good to see you Pa, I
mean Lome, at this exciting parade.
Greene: .-Nice to see you Little, I mean
Mike, it certainly. is a fitting 'day for
inaugurating a new president.
Landon: Here comes the first group, and
. surprise of surprise it's a socialist group
marching in a parade for Ronnie Reagan.
They call themselves the National Socialist
Horst Wessle Memorial band and they sure
are playing some catchy tunes. It makes
you feel real partriotic. to listen to it.
Greene: Yes, it's only in America where
political groups can forget their differences,
and welcome in a new president without
violence. Right behind the National
Socialists is the new M-I tank, part of our
military display. .
Landon: .And right behind it is the men
of the 71st armoured division. As a matter
of fact they seem to be pushing the tank
down the street. Must have broken down
again. "
Greene: Now you T.V. viewers may
think that the gap behind the men of the
71st is a gap in the parade, but it is actually
the' new stealth bomber making it's first
non-appearance on T.V. as it will soon' be
making non-appearances over unfriendly
countries.
Landon: Right behind the .stealth plane
is the C.I.A. precision marching team in
their brand new secret home duty uniforms.
You folks with black and white T.V.s
aren't missing anything here as the
uniforms are jet black with white
arm-bands. Each of the- arm-bands' has
what looks like a Z crossed by another Z on
its side. Quite a striking pattern, hey
Lome?' .
Greene: Yes, but not as striking as the
group marching behind the C.I.A., the
Barefoot and Pregnant League. This
league is made up of two hundred
anti-ERA women who know their place and
want to make it lower if they can.
Landon: Coming up behind those
wonderful girls is the U.S. Mintts new
money burning machine. They are going to
use it to try to reduce the money supply and
.save the American economy from the
ravages of inflation. It's about time too,
we haven't had a good reduction in money
supply since the depression and there sure
as hell wasn't any inflation going on back
in those good old days.
.Greene: Speaking of good old' days, do
you realize that when Bonanza came on the
air our popularity knocked off another
long running show. Do you remember
what that show was?
Landon: As amatter of fact I do. That
show we bumped off was "The G.E.
Theatre" starring Ronald Reagan, And you
know, Ron has never held that against us
although I know for a fact he couldn't have
possibly forgotten it was our show that put
his off the air. I would say that that is a
pretty good. testimonial to what a great,
forgiving, all around nice ..
Ann: Ladies and Gentlemen we seem to
have lost both the audio and' the visual
portion of-our broadcast. In place of the
Inaugural parade we will be bringing you
"Brass Ballantine, G-man" staring you-
know-who.
S .A public service for all our.
readers who missed the inaugura-
tion we are reprinting an edited
version of the television transcript
so that you mal( .enjoy some of the
presidential pagentry you may have missed.
Ann: Tomorrow night on "The Love
Boat" Captain Stubbing must face down
OSHA inspectors who want to take the T
out of his T and A by making all of the
passengers wear life' preservers, And on
"Fantasy Island" Mr. Roark's guests'
include a Georgia farm boy who fantasizes
that 51 percent of the people in the country
like him, and a washed up actor who longs
for total power. Now we bring you the
Presidential inauguration parade and your
hosts Michael Landon and Lome Greene.
The parade is ,being brought to you' by
Exxon and the DowChemical corporation: I
New Priorities
I . . .. "
."Marianne Flagg
ICHARD KINNEY is a Political'
Science instructor at BSU. He
teaches a class in the American
Presidency.
RICHARD KINNEY, an instructor at
Boise State,. said Friday that newly-inaugu-
ra!ed .. Presl?ent Ronald Reagan's top
pnonttes will be to "gain confidence
~ong people and government officials in
him arrd his presidency." '
Kinney said that Reagan must also
co~c~rn himself with. working towards
building solutions to long-term problems
such as the economy.
He said the president's econom
solutions must involve budget cuts, but th
Reagan must also realize that 80 to !
percent of the country's budget contai
uncontrollables such as social security at
transfer payments, which cannot· 1
touched without congressional approval.
Reagan will have to eliminate "reques
for new programs, general maintenan
budgets, and possibly research programs
Kinney said. "Whether or not it will '
politically feasible for him to cut out thin
like cancer research is another thing,"
Reagan would also attempt to redu
regulation in general and "reducet
federal government's presence in our live:
if his campaign rhetoric is any indicatio
Kinney said.
He said one problem which plagu
Carter that Reagan may be immune to is t
stigma of being outside Washington D,C
Jimmy Carter had campaigned heavily
1976 on the fact that he was outsi
Washington and away from its clutches,
According to many of Carter's critics,
proved fo help his undoing. Kinney sa
Reagan has established ties in Washingn
and will not have Carter's administrati
and social difficulties.
"To get along;' .you have to ha
experience," Kinney said. "Outsiders w'
model themselves after Carter will fail.
"There is evidence that Carter did n
understand the Congressional process,"
said.
Reagan must, and will,acknowled
Congress' expertise,he said.
Kinney said he wasn't sure what am
Reagan's presidency would have on t
country's poor.
"I don't know that," he said. Kinney (
say that a repeal of business practices
. court suits against forced bussing WOl
not go over well in Black communit
across the country.
Kinney said he feels the foreignrelatic
scene during the Reagan years will
"more based on military power as oppos
to human rights."
The President will .continue to supp
the M-X missle, an all-volunteer militt
force and a new manned-bomber, Kinn
said.
He also said the U.S. budget WOI
reflect that pro-defense feeling. Reagan \
be willing to discuss arms control, Kim
added, but only as an expression of links
politics.
Linkage politics assume that E
z -
"'.
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reduction of arms be "linked" to
containment or stoppage of the Soviet
Union's expansion, he said.. .
Kinney added that Reagan's approach to
nuclear weaponry or confrontation-or any
topic for that matter- would be made in
conference with his advisors.
Victory Talk
Ia,. Don Barclay
UR NEW president's Golden
Retriever, Victory, has gained a
eputation as perhaps the most
reserved and private member of
the Reagan family. He has steadfastly
refused to speak wilh the press (which he
distrusts) or appear on television. That is
why we were surprised to find that he was
willing to grant The University News an
exclusive interview. ,Victoryspecified that
he would not divulge any details about his
or the Reagan's personal lives but that he
would willingly talk to us on any political
topics.
The interview was, conducted in Victory's
large, tastefully furnished dog - house'
located on the 'grounds of his master's
California ranch. Everything was ill
s~ambles as the movers were in to pack
things for the move to Washington so we
spoke sitting on the floor of the kitchen.
Victory nibbled on milk bone biscuits (his
favorite snack) and lapped at some cold
water as he answered our questions in a
low, deep voice which masks the fact that
Victory is perhaps the most intelligent,
philosophical member of the Reagan
menagerie.
U.N.: It is well reported in the media
that the other Reagan animals are not all in
political agreement, with The President.
Your steadfast refusal to appear in the
campaign has been taken by many to
indicate that' you, don't support President
Reagan politically. Is this a correct
assumption'?
Victory: ' I didn't campaign for my
master because I don't like publicity. I am
in agreement with Ron 1000;0 on politics,
particularly on economic issues. I see
inflation as perhaps the greatest problem in
this country right now, and I think that the
, roots of our inflation can be traced directly
. back to the Fall administration and his new
deal politics. The Keynesian economics
practiced by that administration may have
helped to pull us out of the depression, but
imic
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we are paying for them now because of the
high inflation they created and the big
government that was born in those times.
Why you can't even dig a hole or bury a
, bone without getting permission from one
government agency or another. ' Like most
dogs, I'm tired of having government
agents stepping in my business.
, U;N.: flow do you stand- on the
military'?
Victory: As you may know, I served a
hitch in the Canine Corps and; although' I
never made it to the front lines, 1 think I
know enough about the military to say that
ours needs to be beefed up considerably
(Ed. note., Victory volunteered for front
line duty but was instead used to make
morale and training films. He was featured
in "Bite First, Ask Questions Later" and in
"Fleas. Ticks. and How to Avoid Them. ").
U.N.: Do you favor the development of
any particular type of weapons system'?
Victory: -As a matter of fact, I favor the
immediate development of the B-1 Leash,
the new M-I Dog Catching Van that can
travel at 60 miles-per-hour. and the Laser
GuidedGerman Shepard: If we don't keep
ourselves on an equal military footing with
the Soviets, those Russian Wolfhounds will
think they have a free paw to go on any.
lawn they choose without the threat of
retaliation. We must keep peace through
strength.
U.N.: Your master is well· known to be
in favor of capital punishment, how do you
feel about that subject'? .
Victory: I feel that all those dogs filling
the death rows in our humane shelters knew
that running around loose was against the
law when they did it, and making them pay
for it is the only way we can keep others
from' following their example. There is a
tendency in cases of capital punishment to
think only of thecondemned dog, but what
about those people who have had their
trash cans· knocked over or their lawns
defaced by these criminals'? Don't those
people have the right to know that those
criminals will never,' ever, be able to come
back after a short term in shelter and
commit the same crimes again and again'?
Don't those victims have rights too'?
U.N.: If you favor taking lives through
capital punishment, how do you feel about
canine lives through abortion'?
Victory: I think that every canine life is
sacred, even the lives of criminals.
Crimina~ however, have done something
to deserve their punishment through their
own actions whereas unborn puppies have
done nothing to justify their deaths. In my
eyes abortion is murderlegalized and it will
lead to the killing of the old and the sick
, just because they: have become a burden.
'. U;N.: If you are against abortion, how
do you feel about-the E.R.A.
Victory: I think that bitches should have
the same rights as dogs, but we don't need a
constitutional amendment to give bitches
their rights. The E.R.A. would just mean
more government and more laws. We have
more than enough of both of those .as it is.
U.N.: How do you feel about civil
rights'?
Victory: Some of my best friends are
labrador retrievers. They are really good at
sports and some of them are really good.
show dogs .
U.N.: What about charges that your
master is too old to be president'?
Victory: I think you are as young as you
act, and Ron doesn't act like he is 490 (Ed.
Note: Victory is talking about dog years.).
Ronnie plays as good a game of fetch as
men half his age and I think that he will be
a fine president. .
U.N.: I know you want to keep these
questions and answers strictly in the
political realm but I would like to ask you
one personal' question that Iknow a lot of
our readers would like to know about.
There have been rumors that you and
Nancy don-t get along; even. in fact, that
you once bit her. Would you care to
respond to that'?
Victory: I would like to say right now for
the record that Nancy and I get along just
fine. There is no bit. ..er, woman I admire
more in this world. The biting incident was
something that the sensational press blew
out of proportion just to sell papers. What
happened was that Nancy was petting me
and accidentally rubbed this sore spot on
my belly, Before I knew what I was doing I
snappedat her hand, jus~ barely bitting her.
I was very sorry I had done it and Nancy
forgave me for doing it right away. She isa
very understanding person of the finest
, pedigree.
, I'm sorry, but this is the last question I
can answer for you because I think I hear
Ronnie calling. So if you will excuse me, I
must go now. One of the servants will show
you out.
Mr. Monster?
l&yMar'an.ne IF'agg
S OF January 20, America has a
new reality to cope with. The
hostages are out, Jimmy Carter is
out, and Ronald Reagan is in.
Ronald Reagan's. election and sub-
sequent inauguration sparked an immediate
political polarization in the United
States. The so-called New Right felt much
reason' to cheer; the Reagan victory, a
pseudo-landslide, apparently signaled to
them the country's sharp tum to the right.
Liberals, Sixties holdouts, and those who
feel a queasy unease at Reagan's victory are
attempting to regroup; they're backing and
filling, trying to explain an event which to
them is unexplainable, unbelievable, and
wholly unacceptable.
'In between the Right and the Left rests a
spectrum' ot'people much larger, and
perhaps, ..more important in understanding
what is goingon with Reagan. These are the
people who contributed heavily to Reagan's
election, either by voting for, him or by
sitting on their hands, and not voting for
Jimmy Carter. They neither wholeheartedly
supported or opposed him; many simply
registered a national complaint against the
dashed hopes Carter created with . his
_ presidency.
This negative, tentative voting pattern
was prompted as much by -dismay and
confusion as anything else. After four
less-than-inspiringyears Jrom Jimmy
Carter, some voters wern' t sure what to
expect from a Reagan administration,but
. they had already had enough of Jimmy
Carter and thought four more years of himI_---------~------------........- ......;-.-. ..,-----o..J
~i
I
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would be tolerable at best. What was left'?
Reagan or John Anderson. Anderson was
even more of an unknown quantity than,
Reagan asfar as leadership qualities were
concerned. He was infinitely qualified to
run, but was perceived by people as an
opportunist trying to grab the brass ring
when it floated past him.
Regardless of political persuasion, all
Americans must now embark upon a
waiting period. They wait for Reagan to do
something. Anything. Anything to indicate'
where he wants to take his presidency.
Conservatives want to be assured that he
will do what he promised; liberals pray that
he won't.
Many of the fears expressed about
Reagan are based upon his past actions as
governor of California and on many of his
campaign statements. But one cannot make
an across the board comparison between a
,governorship and presidency. Reagan-vlike
all presidents -- has nothing to prepare him
for this experience. And likewise, we have
had nothing to prepare ourselves for him.
Fear about Reagan must be put into the
proper perspective and understood before it
can be dealt with.
Reagan is not a monster -.By all accounts,
. even his foes admit he is a disarming, even
charming man - a real nice guy. But even
real nice guys can have trouble recognizing
,the valid difficulties faced by others, He
has led. in many ways, a charmed life, a life
filled with experiences that can 'never be
related to or shared with many of the
people whom he must govern and
represent. His view of America, seen
through the inviting haze of a rear-view
mirror, is one some people never remember
having been a reality;' at least for some
people, it never will become a reality. This
discrepancy between' what Reagan wants
for the country and what can actually
happen could by the dotted line along
which he. tears himself away from many of
his constituents. Reagan must avoid this at
all costs. .',
Ronnie Fac's
by DonBare'a.,
REAGAN Round up--little
known true facts about our new
Prez, along with quotes from the
L;J;;.;.-/ "" man of the hour himself.
Didn't he say he used to be aUberal?
In his autobiography Ronald Reagan
talks of going on collegepienics and,
"scrambling eggs over a fire and talking
about Hoover and his calm statements on
prosperity; whipping up hot chocolate and
shaking our heads over this upstart
Franklin D. Roosevelt .. "
And he took.classes from Adam Smith.
Reagan graduated from Eureaka College
at age 22 with a degree in Economics and
Sociology.
Did Ronnie know Custer?
When Reagan joined the Army Reserve
as a young man in Illinois he was in a horse
cavalry regiment.,
If I!rrol Flynn was really a Nazithen that
makes Ron ••••
Reagan once said he was "the Errol
Flynn of the B's. I was as brave as Errol
but in a low budget fashion,"
So do we.
Reagan .quote: "I suspect the Extreme
Right and the Extreme Left of political
ideologies, though seeming to branch off-in
opposite direction, curve to a common
meeting point;
And he had a chicken named Jane Wyman.
Reagan had a favorite mount, a dapple
graymare, which he named Nancy D., in
honor of his wife. '
20 is his cabinet.
Ronald Reagan's last movie was called
The Killers. .
KNAPP !NTERVIEW-- ----'--------,---------,---'----
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include everything from my matricutatton
fees, to om and board to vacation travel
money, because Oxford especially for the
Rhodes heavily stresses foreign travel.
DB: Iwant to get back to that question
about the people you competed against.
Some of those people had pretty impressive
credentials, Student Body President of
Princeton, for instance. Why do you think
you, as a student from Boise State, were
able to get the Rhodes and they weren't?
KK: Well, it's hard for me to say why I
was. selected over the other candidates
because Idon't know what went on in their
interviews--the interviews were closed
doors. But lcan say that regardless of'how
impressive one's credentials are, ..the
important thing is that there is sincerity and
there is an authenticity in your answers.
When you go in before the committee I
think that a lot of people are equally
qualified in.terms of intellectual ability, in
terms of athletic prowess, and in terms of
what they have contributed to their
university or community.
DB: A lot of people "are probably
interested in how Oxford's system is set up
as opposed to the American system, it is
quite different,can you explain that?
KK: Oxford is different from American
Universities primarily in that it's set up in
the tutorial system, which means that a
student doesn't work, first of all, towards a
degree by acquiring a. certain number of
- credits through taking a certain number of
classes. What happens is when a student
enrolls at Oxford University he or she
chooses a tutor who is in a sense like a
student's advisor. here, although the tutor is
much more closely related to.the student in
terms of his academic pursuits and in terms
of helping that student along, The student
and the tutor meet once a week, after the
student has talked with the tutor at the .:
beginning of the term to select a course in
. which he is going to read; for example, one
week 1 might read all the poetry I possibly
could of John Dryden. In that week I
would be asked towriteJormy tutor and I
would come in with my paper and my tutor
and Iwould sit there and discuss what Idid,
and rather than simply be criticized for
what I. had written the tutor's main
function is to help the student be critical of
his own work, and in tum help him to
grow. I'm not sure what happens to
Oxford undergraduates, I think that they
take a first year examination and then they
take a second year examination, but as a
Rhodes I'll only take' one set of
examinations, which will take approxi-
mately ten days. Those tests will be at the
end of my two year stay at Oxford, and that
will determine what kind of grades Iwill
come out with, you can be either first class
or second class. Here in the states most
people wouldn't be able to differentiate
between the' two, but .first class is the
highest .mark you can receivevwhereas
second class is not as good.
DB: You know that the Rhodes was
founded by Cecil'Rhodes, who is also the
man that Rhodesia is named after. Does it
bother your conscience at all that Cecil
~as a man who exploited a lot of
the native population of his countryvand
that his country practices apartheid.
KK: Well, I think that the basic question
is not how good or how bad the man
Rhodes was, but what the Rhodes
Scholarship itself means. Speaking
intrinsically, the Rhodes Scholarship is
good in itself regardless of what kind of
Maybe Jesus dldn't,dle. Maybe he
just passed out on the cross, then
woke up In the tomb, pushed over
the two-ton stone, overpowered
the Roman soldiers ... and
escapedl .
Tuesday Feb 3 7:30pm Boise High Auditorium
sponsored by
CAMPUS CRUSADE for CHRIST
Addmission Free
....
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11Cents SQFf- AND UP
AREHOUS~
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Momh toMonth Plan
STORE: HOUSEHOLD
ITEMS, R.V.'S, AUlOS
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375-084~·
DonWt
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exploitation Cecil Rhodes may have
practiced; it's' common knowledge that as
an imperialist in South Africa &hodeswas a II
great exploiter of black labor, and if we
mold our values of the scholarship around
that we get a rather distorted perception of
what it means. I thing that by itself the
Rhodes Scholarship is a very valuable
award, and whether or not Cecil Rhodes
was exploiting fellow human beings is really
irrevelent to the actual value the award has
itself. The Rhodes is something that people
can do good with and something that can
he~p people to. becomt;f better human
beings. '. ..' ".
.'81 LEGISLATURE .
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Club employed topless dancers because of a
loophole in the topless dancing law. With
preliminary support of the State Affairs
Committee, it looks like the Hunt Club
may be forced' to withdraw the main event.
The challenge to the 54-vote election
victory of Democrat John Peavey in
District 21 was shot down unanimously by
the State Affairs Committee due to
insufficient evidence.' .
11\ you buy
your University News
Oassified Ad!
They're only 5 cents per word, per issue,'
and you can run it today! Just bring
yourself and your od-ond your 5 cents
per word--by the SU13lnforrnotion
Center, any weekday 8 to 4:30. RII out a
classified ad sheet, and we'll ploce . .
your ad in the nex week'sUnlversity News.
Be sure to hurry, though--Deodline for
each Wednesday's issue is 12 noon
Nonday before publicotion.
YouKnow you're Right At .StIJl[IJ~IIDEJ~s~¥~pty
g Broadway & Beacon (Broadway Plaza) HOUI5c , to " Sunday , to 5
I 5Mile & Fairview (Village Center) .. NAMPA 1111 3rd St. S.
s· Orchald & Overland (HiIIC(est Plaza) . . CALOWEU, 820 Cleveland
E 23rd&Main (Downlown), .\ ..' ONTARIOWestParkPlaza
Winter. It usually follows that season
which we call autumn. Here in Idaho,
winter is a cold' time. Car windows and
indeed very' often entire cars; freeze. No
grass will grow. Cold winds blow.
Circulation tothefeet, hands and nose r...e
slowed down virtually to a standstill. And,
here in Idaho, there is snow in' winter.
Usually at least by January. Usually
everyone who skis has- been skiing for
months by January. You've heard the
expression "Christmas in July". and vice
versa. When December 25 rolled around, it
wasn't.necessary to bundle up as a measure
against heaps and mounds and drifts of
snow. There was no snow. Well, actually,
there was-for a little while and Bogus Basin l
opened. Then the snow melted and Bogus
Basin closed again. It stayed closed for
months. This space was to be filled with
suggestions on what to do anyway during
snowless January and February,1981.
Then, happily, it snawedv Tt snowed at
Bogus and it snowed in McCall. The great
mountains. as well as the bald and barren
foothills of Idaho have been gracefully and
gratefully covered with the white stuff.
Winter begins anew and people seek their
entertainment out of doors once more.
Bogus Basin re-opened last Sunday. The
recorded phone message (342-2 I00)
promised "good to very good skiing." The
temperature was eighteen degrees with all
lifts ORen. Most runs were "groomed.'~
War Eagle, Triumph and Superior were,
This week the cinema cats saw The
Ido/-maker, currently playing at the Eighth
Street Marketplace Theater TheIdol-maker
is the story of an ambitious rock and roll
promoter of the early sixties and the young
singers he grooms for stardom.
KARL KNAPP (***)
Although bogged down somewhat by the
heavy-handedness of its message and plot,
The Ida/maker is for the most part, 'a
well-acted, well-scored film. Based around
the vicarious yearnings of a 27-year old
entrepreneur (Ray Sharkey) who is
ostensibly a falure in life, Ida/maker
depicts the subsequent success Sharkey
experiences as he molds. young punks into
teen idols. And Sharkey's vicarious success
is;without doubt, the film's biggest flaw;
"while it quickly becomes apparent that it is
Sharkey himself who longs for. fame and
stardom, a major portion of the; film is,
..nevertheless.cJ,evo~ed to 'conv,eyillg this,
';, .... - .:' ,,' -.- .' ~{":, ". , ",,' .. :. • c . ~.. '
"powder." Showcase and Bonanza were
deemed the prime slopes for.the day. There'
were buses leaving from the usual places at
noon. City Recreation ski lessons were
being rescheduled and private lessons were
going on as planned. "Learn To Ski
Week" was slated to begin on Monday.
The annual Winter Carnival will be held
idea.to the audience. Yet, because of a fine,
musical score and some sound perfor-
mances by its stars (namely, Sharkey, Peter
Gallagher, and Peter Land) The Ida/maker
remains an appealing, if 'sometimes naive
film.
MARIANNE FLAGG (**"!c )
ANTHONY BURT (*,. Y2)
I'm told that in the 1930's, Americans
hungered for movie musicals to revive
fantasies suffering from malnutrition
during the Depression. Hollywood studios
and their stars delivered, if not vitamins, at
least tranquilizers. And the public was.
soothed, if not nourished, and im-
mortalized Busby Berkley, M~G-M; Shirley
Temple, Fred Astaire, Judy Garland,
etcetera; . etcetera. .Now history repeats
-C~ntinued i;;~~gei6
in McCall February 6, 7 & 8. If the snow
melts, according to the McCall Chamber of
Commerce, snow will be imported to build
the well-known ice sculptures.
There will be a I torchlight parade
through town at 7:00 Friday evening when
the Queen of the Winter Carnival will be
crowned. The acoustically near-perfect
DON BARCLAY, (*)
People whose last names end in vowels The Ido/maker is an excellent example--if
scream at each other, make lots of hand a somewhat overbearing one--of the
gestures, and' sing. Hero Vinnie yells taming and shaping of young. toughs into
louder and moves his hands more than stylish rock n' roll teen idols. Besides, for
anyone else so we assume the film is about anyone who has always choked on Dick
him. Vinnie is a rock and roll promoter Clark's smarminess, seeing him portrayed as
who we learn, ad nauseum, lives out his "Ed Sharp" is a real treat.
own stardom fantasies through the singers Ray Sharkey (as the idolmaker). is
whose careers he masterminds. Vinnie's wonderful; as overlooked as his perfor-
daddy,. whom he hates, isa member of an mance has been by many critics, it is one of
organization which doesn't exist, but which the best performances of the year. He
employs an inordinate amount of people makes the movie work.
whose names end in vowels. As Vinnie gets The film looks and sounds oddly like
more successful he begins to act more like The Buddy Holly Story, but that may be
dad, get the connection? The Ida/maker is due to filmmakers' current view of the 50s. '
full of obvious connections like this, which The. music is catchy and the onstage
makes for some exceptionally dull, performances are fun, but there are
overbearing cinema. The only break in the' , obvious flaws.
tedium comes from. the performance The movie's "living your life through
scenes, the earlier one being the best of the ~ other people" theme is beaten into the
bunch. ground and the last five minutes are a little
too cute and sweet.
But the value of taking a trip behind the
scenes' of idolmaking and sleek perfor-
mances make the movie worth seeing.
Kurt Vonrregut Jr. Jailbird.
York: Dell, 1979. Available at
bookstore. -~ ."Making it on the Outside"
AMONG A certain type of literary.
crowd~- people who don't instantly think of
Berle when somebody mentions Milton--
Kurt Vonnegut is a writer you read in high
school and then outgrow. In a different
type of literary crowd-- those of The Lord
of the Rings, Carlos Casten ada ilk--
Vonnegut is a. "heavy" writer whom oniy
.the subtle reader can fully' appreciate:
Although only the perspective of time will
reveal Vonnegut's place in the literary
scheme of the universe, I have always felt
that his work was somewhere in between
the two extremes, filling a niche between
accessibility and serious "heavy" writing.
I After a couple of novels-« Breakfast of
Champions and S/apstick--which leaned
towards the accessible and lacked the punch
of his earlier works; Vonnegut seems to be
; back in his familiar, and likeable, middle
ground with his latest novel, Jail bird.
Jail bird. follows the life of Walter
Starbuck through seventy years of the
twists and turns of American history, from'
the early years of the cerituryto the
presidency of Jimmy Carter. Like most
Vonnegut characters Starbuck's life is a
,clashing mixture of the banal and the'
.bizarre--Starbuck goes goes from being a
son. of immigrant servants, to professional
Washington bureaucrat," to convicted
Watergate conspirator, prisoner, b~,and
"business executive. ' .' ' '.
VOllnegut .uses .the ups and '.downs of
Starbuck's strange/normallife to serve as a
." . !Continued to 'pag.e 16
'"
Masonic Hall will be the, site of the Teen
Dance at 8:30 that same night. '
Saturday will be filled with snow sports.
At II :OOam'there will be a cross-country
ski race for novice and advanced skiers at
the' Ponderosa State Park sponsered by the
MCall Recreation Dept. At noon there. will
be three events beginning simultaneously; a
parade through town; a cross-country
snowmobile race, and immediately after
that; a snowmobile drag race will ensue at
the same race track. At 8:00 in the evening
there will be a variety show featuring local
talent at the high' school. (The locals are
varied and talented, as well as very'
talented). '
On each day of the carnival a showing 'by
artists from Valley, Adams and Idaho
counties will be on display at the old train
depot in town. Also each day, from 1-5 a
Children's Festival will be held at the
Continental Telephone Co. garage. Dog
sled rides will be available all three days at
the McCall airport. The fa J110us ice
sculptures, imported or not, will be
available for everyone's viewing pleasure at
all times. The KOA campgrounds will be
open for the three days of the festivalonly.
The other "campgrounds in the area will
remain closed as usual, acc.9,rding to the
Payette Forest Service, McCall Office.
Hopefully, snow everywhere in Idaho
will endure and compound until the usual
comfortable, slow, spring thaw. " ... and
since there's no place to go, let it snow, let
i",snow, let it snow .. .'
',REC0RD
i
REVIEW
DEEP WITHIN 'the tall, cylindrical
building in Hollywood, layers and floors of
the thing stacked together like a long order
of white pancakes, is a room staffed by one
or two (maybe three) people who's sole job
is to send promotional copies of the
company's newest releases' to colleges
around the country .
I imagine this and suspect it to be true
because. I stare with endless fascination at
the "copy" which comes attached to these
.promotlonaldiscs. Capitol ..Records-the
pancake building-and Columbian 'Records
are the only 'two .biggies which regularly
send the News albums to review.
And '•.inevitably, every record company
has hired a man or woman to write the
breathless advertising that tomes with the
record. An 8x IQglossy and a biography of
-Continued to page 16
" ;- ,
-Continued from pagld5 . exposure. -
the artist adorn each record, in addition to The records in recent months that have
press releases written in exquisite fan-mag been sellt to the News include those by The
detail, explaining why the album is so good. Psychodelic Furs,. The Photos; The Jam,
Example: "Moon Martin isa creatureof -The Clash, Elvis COstello, Moon Martin,
survival. Moon has survived the waxing Loverboy, and Bruce Springsteen. Of these
and waning popularity of several musical offerings, The Clash album London
styles, the ego-bruising. realities of the Callingthe Bruce. Springsteen's The River
music business and the ravenous desires of :- are the best. - -
his public," Ravenous desires of his public? This week, new albums by Moon Martin,
Moon has apparently been confused with a The Jam, and Loverboy will be reviewed.
Beatle, such is the immense, worldwide Moon Martin's new album Street
popularity of the man. Fever is a continuation. of his last two
albums in its exploration of Martin's rock
n' roll roots. Martin is a rock n' roll baby
and clearly loves Buddy Holly. "Whispers"
and "Love Gone Bad" are two songs
indicative of this. Martin is agood writer
and his .songs are well produced, and at
times, he sounds like an American Elvis
Costello. This album, however, is not New
Wave.
This is not to say that the band is
unlistenable; the band is irrelevant, and
that is worse. The problem Loverboy
suffers from is the same one most
mainstream rock bands suffer from--no
uniqueness or individuality to recommehd-
them. There are only a handful of really
talented trend-setting artists around. This
explains why critics and fans salivate
uncontrollably when a Springsteen.va
Costello, or a group like the Clash emerges.
Martin has a wonderfully evocative, Uniqueness and e1evancy are not common
skinny-put-upon-kid voice which is some- :.virtues. The primary crime committed by
how immediately endearing. When he sings Top 40 radio is its encouragement of
about being "pushed around," you believe pre-fab and proven rock to the tetriment of .
him intuitively and know he will survive, all music and more specifically, to the
The first ~de is better than the second, but detriment of groups like Loverboy. Too
Martin has a very proficient band in The many groups today commit a rock n' roll
Ravens and is worth a listen. blasphemy: they ain't fun.
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"The best of them
make the -dreck they
must write about
almost poetic."
"Uniqueness and
relevancy are' not
common virtues. "
415 So. 9th St .• Boise, Xdaho • 336·3120
~ LORAYNE'S 'a ':1Countl'3o' Swing Instruction
Get.into the Swing with
4 two-hour lessons
FREE beer, wine and soft drinks
FREE pass to Whiskey.River
All this ·for only $15.00
Sig.n.up tonight at Whiskey River
•. .... or 0011342-5266, ..••~
~ ...
Who writes this stuff? If one cannot get
a writing job elsewhere, does one im-
mediately sent last-chance applications to
PR offices and The National Enquirer?
These PR·people are not bad writers; they
are crafty. There is a definite art to what
they do. The best of them' make the dreck
they must write about almost poetic.
Day-in-day-out, their jobs must seem
endless, with no reprieve from monotony
or ingrat!t!Jd~. But I don't feel too sorry
for them. All those free records.
Most of their verbage probably gets
tossed into the trash and, on occasion, I
have been tempted to do ',the same myself,
but I feel some kindred affinity for these
people. They're earning a living like
everyone else; it is still writing. If someone
bothers to write something, someone
should take the time to read it. Besides,
they're getting paid for it. Pity only goes so
far. There. are)nstaIjces of true discretion
and brilliance among-these writers. One. in .
promoting Bruce Springsteen's new record,
wrote simply "The Boss Is Back." It was
the most to-the-point press release I'd ever
read. .
Most of the records that come into the
office go unheard; they are mainly New
Wave albums, and I appear to be the only
one in the office who has a penchant for
this sort of thing. The-range ofrecords that
comes in from the two companies runs
from well· known artists to those in
obscurity who are in desperate need of
Pacific AlIlance and the Owyhee People present
In association With the Student Programs Boardi
a Benefit Concert to Save Our Water
WATER FOR LIFE
.......•:.....•.••....... : ••.....••..•
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
/ST·UDE~TS
WE RENT
CAIS
-- -----....... ~--~--------'--' , --~-_ ..,.......... .----- - ,--',-'--_ ..
NoM ajor Credit Card
Required!
Visit home at a reasonable
.raee, or rent our car for your
, perfect date.
Starting at $9.95 per day
Age 19 and above
Molners Super Shell
5006 Fairview Ave.
377-8820
Capitol Conoco . <)1
516 So. Capitol ~lV(l.
342-9001
AAADiscount Auto Rental, Inc.()
--.. When You Need
Something Special
Come To a Special Store
Student Disrounts (Not on Repairs)
fAiday.
9towe't .£M:(3~
§~Ow.L~
"'0% <8tudent f:DL1count
w/£l:IJ C!a.d
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N:EEDACABFAST? CALL
~ KWIKCAB
~ 384-9197/345-8880
~ -::''1UDINt DISCOUNT COUPE"I
IGood for a SOc DBscountl
lone coupon per fare I
I Coupon expires , I
I, March 31 1981 I
,------------ 1
Why take chances with an alarm
elock 24 hours 24 hour wake up
service- available.or only
$500 per month
Need a cab 'ast? Call us II 24 hours a' day
KWIK CAB Garden City
of Boise KWIK CAB
384-9197 345-8880
degant yet simplelayout, our salon is most corntortublc.You can
enjoy a cup of freshly ground cotlce.or perhaps some frllitjuilT.'
a tcrrjflc selection of magazines from .111over the world, or just sit
b:I~'k and listen to somt:, fine musk, It's rea~' a very nice place to
vrsu. ' , '
'So there you han: it. '{he Imagemaker. Guess vou can sav wl"rl'
unique too .. ,just like you. .,.,.
(:0111 tl)~ aDay or Evening Appointment. or C-;omplcmenta,ry
Consultation. 703 South Bth Street. ' ' ,
Our haircuts'have a personality Yours.
It's true. Evcrv haircut is custom lksigned. \'\"l'carefully analyze
vour hair. faci:lI structure. litcstylc and' personality to help
~ktl'rl11illl" just the right way to cut your hair.
- .
So you sel'? lt's .Vthy accident that your haircut's a perfect lit.
That 01:1\' seem like a illt of flISS'O\'l'ra haircut. But at the
1111agl'm:,kerwe dOl'\'erything that W;I}:That includes perms: ,
coloring. make-up and a lot of other special services. For all this
meticulous planning. caring for your hair will be simplicity itself.
And that's not all. \X'l'know that lotsofpeoplctelldto he .1 little
UIlCOl11fllrtahkin a heautysalon. What\\'ith allthi: noise and
clutter, ifs no wonder, The Imagcmnker. Isdifferent. With an( The Imagemakeri 336-9111
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WOMEN FACE WASHINGTON
DANA MARCEhLUS
FALLING TO University of Montana in
a runaway game and squeaking by
Montana State last weekend, the BSU
women's basketball team now stands at
6-9, 1..3 in conference play, and will pit its
skills against Eastern Washington Jan. '30
and Washington State Jan; 31 in a weekend
road trip.
Following the road gamesvthe Broncos
meet University of Washington Seattle
University and the Seattle Sea Baskets on
consecutive nights in Bronco Gym Feb. ,6-8
at 8 p.m.
Propelled by a weekend victory over
WSU, the Eastern Washington Eagles may
be the team to beat for BSU.
Led by 6'3" soph Teresa Willard,
averaging 11.2 points and 6'2" junior
Maria Loos with 10.8 points per game, the
Eagles have racked up a 7-11 overall record
2-2 in Northwest Basketball League play.
"Eastern had a big, strong team last
season and has most veterans returning,"
BSU coach Connie Thorngren said. "We
had good defensive games against them,
Although they are taller, they are not a
running or pressing team."
She added, "We haven't had a high
shooting percentage in our last games, but
we have been holding the other team's
down. I think that's frustrating for an
opponent."
When the Broncos run up against the
Washington State Cougars, they will meet a
'team with identical records, 6-9 overall and
1-3 in NWBL action.
The Cougars' scoring hopes seem to rest
upon Jeanne Eggart, 5'7" junior guard,
shooting 50 percent from the field for a
whopping 24.5 points per game against
league competition.
Eggart has also been effective on the
boards, bringing. down 6.1 rebounds a
game while 6'1" center Karen Browne tops
out with a 9.1 rebounding average.
"WSU is quite a different team from last
year," said Thorngren. "We will need to
cut Eggart off from the ball in scoring
positions. "
Failure to run their own offensive game
proved the Broncos' downfall Friday night
against, the University of Montana as the
taller, more physical Grizzlies shut down '
BSU 57-45.
"They made us use up so much energy on
defense, there wasn't much left' for
offense," Thorngren said. "Considering
the height difference, our defense was
especially good."
Bronco defense must have been effective
as BSU held the Grizzlies to 36 percent
from the floor in the first half and even"
poorer second half of 33 percent. How-
ever,' team leader Jill Greenfield and
teammate Sandy Selvig, Coach' Robin
Selvig's sister, still managed 17-point
efforts for Montana. Greenfield also
led her team in rebounds, grabbing 17 for'
the game. ,
Center Karla Meier looked hot as always,
scoring 18 points and pulling down' 12
rebounds, as did forward Carla Damiano
with 12 points, but the stats said the team
was cold, showing shooting accuracy of
only 31 percent both halves.
BSU never held the lead although they
stayed close in the first half under Meier's
leadership, staying within a field goal much
of the half. The Broncos trailed 25-23 at
halftime. Meier was pulled out near the
beginning of the second half with a leg
cramp.
, The Bronco defense lapsed in Meier's
absence, giving the Grizzlies time to build a
game high 17-point lead before Meier and
Damiano fought back to a final' 45-57
score.
"I'm disappointed because we had a
good first half," said Thorngren, "and if
we had run a little better, we might have
had a good second half: We weren't
offensively prepared." ,
Guard Sunny Smallwood played hero
Saturday night when her two free throws
with seconds left, preceded' by a Meier
clincher, gave BSU a relieving win over the
fastbreaking Montana State Bobcats,
58-55.
Meier finished the night with 22 points
while outside shooter Jodi Osborn reached
back for a 12-point effort. Smallwood's
freethrows landed her, with, seven points for
the game, and Cheron Moyle had to be
satisfied with eight points in the first half,
none in the second.
Meier and Connie Sandi and shared
Bronco rebounding honors with 12 and II,
respectively.
If shooting, percentages told the tale,
Montana State should have emerged
victorious in Saturday's contest, leading
BSU 33 to :7A percent the first half and 36 to
34 percent the second. But the Broncos,
still stinging from their loss to Montana the
night before, ran a fast offense that gave
them opportunity to put up more shots.
MSU showed depth in its scoring stats,
spreading to 15 points apiece for Kathie
Roos and Vickie Heebner and l l-point
nights for Marcia Topp and Joyce Bignell.
Roos .also took down 10 rebounds for a
team high.
Although the Bobcats trailed by as much
as eight in the first half, they always
,bounced back and sometimes pushed ahead
by a point before the Broncos could regain
their poise. The score coming into the
halftime wire was 26-22, BSU-favor.
Meier fought to put her team ahead by
seven points, but got in foul trouble six
minutes into the second half. She sat out
with Jour personals until five minutes were
left on 'the clock. Topp fell into similar
trouble for the Bobcats, so MSU also
missed its floor leader for, a time.
With four minutes to go the Bobcats
took back the lead under Heebner's
shooting guidance, but Osborn grabbed it
again with a longs hot through the hoop.
The score seesawed into the closing
minute when MSU watched its 55-52 lead
drop away as Smallwood bounced in a field
goal, Meier made a lay-up on 11. Sandland
assist, and Smallwooddnched two charity
tosses after a Roos foul, to end the game,
58-55.
Thorngren said two things made the
difference on the floor Saturday.
She said, "we weren't up against that
Montana height of last night. And we were
able to contain / heir running game."
"Damiano and Osborne were effective
from the outside,'" she continued. "The
subs who came off the bench all did good
jobs, and that's important to give thee
starters a rest."
"It's nice for us to win a close one
because we've lost close ones before,"
Thorngren concluded. "It shows we are
maturing on the floor,' ~
Sunny Smallwood (3') positions for a rebound and draws a crucial foul.
, AmyL~n
CAGERS LOOK F'OR LEAD WRESTLERS HEAD SOUTH
BUD HUMPHREY
There was speculation that if Boise State
ever got the lead in a Big Sky basketball
game, they wouldn't know what to do with
it.
Now, whether or not the Broncos can do
it reliably, coach Dave Leach knows his
charges can work in the right kind of stall.
The next step is to build up the lead in the
first place.
A slowdown offense and a well-esta-
blished man defense helped the Broncos to
come within seven points of Big Sky
co-leader Montana last Saturday night,
47-40. Now this Thursday, Bronco Gym
will see Boise State play a team with a
guard-oriented attack much like
Montana's, Northern Arizona, that hasn't
fared nearly as well so far. ,
After the NAU game, the Broncos face a
swift but inconsistent Nevada-Reno squad
Saturday night. Time for both games is
7~30 pm.
A paor of tall guards supplies most of the
scoring punch forthe Lumberjacks. Elliott
<,'Dinky" Jones and Joedy P. Gardner, son
of coach JoedyGardner, combine to add
28.4 points to the tally-each game, not to
mention feeding better than five assists a
gameeach, Jones leads league scoring with
17.9 ppg.
Ted Hettinga, a 6-7 junior, snares 7.1
rebounds a game, while 7-0 sophomore
,center Dan Busch appears, still to be
learning the ropes, though blocking shots at
1.3 per game, the same rate as BSU's' Larry
McKinney.
The Jacks, 7-9 overall and 1-4 in league,
won their first Big Sky game Saturday in
double overtime against a player-short
Weber State squad.
Nevada-Reno has the dubious distinction
of having the leaders or near-leaders in
almost every Big Sky stat category, yet still
losing four of six, league games, The
Wolfpack has neither won nor lost a game
in the Big Sky by, more than eight points,
but has beaten only NAU and' Weber.
Greg Palm and "B.B." Fontenet are,
team leaders, with 17.1 '(second in league)
and 15.2 (lOth in league)points per game.
Center Palm leads the Big Sky with 10.8
rebounds and 1.8 blocks, while guard
Fontenet sends in 7.4 scoring passes, tops in
the Sky.
«Continued to page 21
DON RETHSWICH
Hoping injuries and a non-competitive
break leave BSU in winning form, and
"still aggressive after a six-week layoff,"
coach Mike Young takes his Bronco
wrestlers to Utah for a weekend after a
hastily-scheduled but victorious home
meet.
In its first match in over a month and a
half, the squad defeated Cal State-Fuller-
ton 26-13 in a dual meet held at Meridian
High School Friday evening.
Boise State jumped to an early 6-0 lead
via a 118-pound forfeit by Cal State. The
match remained close throughout until
Bronco wrestler Harold Wittman pinned
his 190-pound opponent Byron Banks,
which gave Boise a 22-13 advantage.
After the match, Bronco head coach
Mike Young was very pleased with his
starting freshmen wrestlers. "John
Bauman and Dan Bianchini both looked
extremely impressive in their matches,"
said Young.
Tonight the squad travels south to face a
tough Utah State team. Young sees the
Aggies as a "young; well-coached team
which will bestronger than Cal State, but
we will be working out a lot this week in
order to get better conditioned for the
meet. "
One setback in the Bronco lineup will be
the loss of 158-pound wrestler Dean
Schmanski, who will be out with a broken
thumb for two, weeks. Filling in for
Schrnanski will be freshman AI Ziggers
from Marsing, ID, with no collegiate
wrestling experience. Young feels Ziggers
will be a "good, solid wrestler who will fill
the weight well,"
This Friday, and Saturday' the Broncos
will travel to Provo, UT to compete in the
Mountain Intercollegiate Tournament.
Sixteen school from six states will be
present at the meet. Brigham y'oung
University, Utah State, and University of
Washington are all heavy favorites in the
meet, along with last year's defending
champion, University of Colorado. ,
"We've placed eighth the last two years
and will be hoping to improve upon that
this year," stated an optornistic Young,
Boise State's next home meet will be on
Feb. 4, versus a powerful BYU squad. The
Broncos will get a look atthe Cougars this
weekend.
---~'-'---_ _--- ,- , ~-- ~._._- _ ..- ~.._ .._.~.__ .,,-, , •.,._-_.- ..-
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president, Keiser said that the
Broncos are the only self-suppor-
ting football team in the state.
When asked if the "self
support" included state allocated
funds and student fees, Keiser
said," First of'.all, there are three
sources of athletic revenue. One:
state allocation; two: student fees
of $18.00 per student (essentially,
the students are paying for
x-amount of seats that, say, if the
student goes to 3 games, he pays
off the 18.00 charge.) The third
source is gate receipts."
In regards to the AlA W!
NCAA merger, Keiser stressed
that it is imperative that changes
be made in the interests of the
University to benefit both men's
and women's athletics: Keiser has
not received any formal recom-
mendations from BSU Athletic
Director Lyle Smith as to whether
or not the AlA W--affiliated BSU
women's department should join
the NCAA.
Keiser acknowledges the co-
operation that both he and Smith
have received from Carol Ladwig.
"Carol has been very understand-
ing in this issue-you gotta dance
with who brung you--"
If you gotta dance with who
brung you, then isn't the only way
to get away from such a date is to
pay your own way? Is there a way
the women can pay for a part of
their program? Keiser responded
that the women's Basketball
team, combined with the
Pavilion, is seen as a potential
revenue maker. The Pavilion is
seen as the turnabout impetus in
MEGFEREDAY
Second in a series of articles on
phUosophica) differences between
men's and women's athletics that
complicate a possible NCAA
takeover of women's sports.
The cause of the ills of athletics,
said BSU women's Athletic
Director' Carol' Ladwig; is the
mentality of athletic departments
to go out and earn it yourself.
From this attitude springs the
"spectator syndrome," or the
drive to make money via college
sports. The end result is athletes
at the mercy of the spectators.
.Money has become the goal of
men's athletics, thus forcing them
to be the best in order to draw the
biggest crowds, to make the most
money in order to build stadiums
and sports centers in which to
house them-sand on it goes.
Should it be a university's
intent to have the biggest
basketball or football teams? Is
the goal of education to build
community interest in college
spectator sports? In answer to
these questions, many students
say a flat "no;',' meanwhile
football-basketball goers say yes.
University presidents and state
Board of Education employees
hint that while perhaps these
sports are not exactly academi-
cally oriented, and frequently
expensive, you shouldn't bite the
hand that feeds you.
If that hand that feeds you is at
the same time feeding itself, then
there's no problem, right? B~U
'.' . . .'... 5 P 0 R T"5 .F EAT U R E ;','-.. . .. " '.
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the women's sports budget. With
the new Pavilion, perhaps wo-
men's basketball will gain enough
gate receipts to make significant
revenue, Keiser speculated.
According. to. Keiser, the
academics are going up at BSU,
too. BSU passed a State Board of
Education survey that researched
the academic status of athletes at·
state schools. BSU passed that
inquiry, although he said," Well,
anybody can slip in a false
transcript, but who knows?"
. Statistics show that BSU's
football team is academically legal
(a student-athlete must maintain a
full-time student "C" average):
·26 football-playing seniors will
graduate this year. 21 win
graduate within 5 years. Keiser
added that it is the NCAA's
responsibility to "police all that,"
but "it's ultimately up to the
institution.' ;
. Now, somehow the community
ties in with the spectator,
revenue-making sports here at
BSU. Aren't they really the ones
that'BSU built the stadium or for
that matter, the team for? Are
community relation important
because of the revenue produced
by certain (rich) members of it?
"No," Keiser said, "It's impor-
tant because this is a democracy
we live in-sthe community wants
bettered education .... "
Aha! So we depend on the
men's sports revenue to bolster
the university's academic depart-
ments?
Next week: Budgets ."
live 'Music 27th-1st
tables
HAPPY HOUR 4 .to 6 Daily $2. Pitcher and 2 for 1 Glasses
TRY OUR'
Hot Sandwiches
Ham &'Cheese
Roast Beef
11am-1am.
Kegs To Go
ladies Nite
WEDNESDAY
with Band No cover'
2 for 1 Glasses
'1607 FederalWay Corner of Overland & Federal Way
27th Juxtapose
28th Juxtapose·
29th The Deal.
30th Pheonyx
3lst Pheonyx
1st Pheonyx
$1 cover charge with band
8:30pm-12:300m
.. ' , , _' c, ." " ., " _ _ • • • ~ , .' v • • ~ • < I .'
SELF--DEFEAT-
KARL KNAPP
THE PRE-SEASONconsei:lsus in the Big Sky this year was that
Boise State'sbasketball team would finish in the cellar for the second
consecutive year.
And Dave Leach, the Bronco's first-year head coach, is hardly one
who enjoys seeing predictions such as that become reality.
Yet, as Boise State approaches the half-way mark in their con-
ference schedule, the Broncos find themselves in precisely that posi-
tion. After losses on the road last weekend to both Montana State and
Montana, Boise State is in last place in the BSC with an 0-5 conference
record, a 2-14 record overall. .
"Certainly we haven't proved,
.rnuch of anything up to this
point because we haven't played
well at the defensive end of the
floor," Leach explained. "We
have not learned to do the little
things, that make you a winner
consistently. "
Indeed, if Boise State finds
itself following any consistent
patterns of play, they : are
patterns of oppression followed
by lackadaisicalness. . Leach at-
tributes this inconsistency to
three fundamental deficiencies in
his team: poor team or indivi-
dual defense, poor backboard
screening, .and physical and
mental turnovers.
"W~ certainly have done our _
share of all three in all of the ballgames we have lost," stated Leach.
"In many of the games, we have not been beaten by another team; we
have basically given the ballgame away and let somebody win rather
than going out and playing solid basketball."
What Leach seems to be implying, at least in part, is that the
Broncos have beaten themselves to a great extent this season. And in
Leach's estimation, the origin of Boise State's woes this year may be
the lack of consistency the team displays in practice.
For while a team's success or failure can only be measured by game
performances, Leach holds that excellence in compe,tition sterns al-
most entirely from the manner in which a team practices. Clearly, as
Leach himself admits, the Broncos have experienced inconsistency in
. -Contmued to page 20
Dave Leach
Let us make yours the
wedding of the year.
·~~if.1 .\(
3018 Overland
Boise 343-2303 I
(fo..merlyTuesd.y's Child)
Your Complete ~.~ .1
Bridal ~ •• ~\
i Headquarters .
Large selection
of bridal
gowns, veils.
invitations &
weddlng books.
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YOUR COPYING AND TYPING PROBLEMS HAVE BEEN
SOLVED. TAKE THOSE-
PAPERS, REPORTS, THESES, FLYERS, & MANUSCRIPTS TO
•
zC~ .25 copies (of one orlgin~l) only u,~
CASCADE. ; so .- N N _1~S-. N .. 3.4~.100
Professional Copy Services N " " 10.50500
"Your Duplication Specialist" N . " i9.00
Featuring the Xerox 9500 "Miracle Machine" 1000 .
~The Incredible Duplication System That Automatically:
.2 Sided COP\' • Automatic multiple Our Auxiliary_ Services include:
• '20 COPies Per Minute original feed ~ FOLDING
• Transfers etteched continuous • cenetes (sorts) * In-house typing
computer printouts onto, • Reduces
~ BINDING
ccneteo reports • Stocks
* Padding of forms
All At A Quality Equal To Or Greater Than Offset Printing! * Assistance inloyout & lellering* Variety of colour, weight. and texture
SPECIAL!
. of paper stock
BRONCO· ~,~~,
IS% off aU And We~re Only 6 Blocks
AU~
t~ping to From Campus In The "CASCADE
B.S.V. student 8th Street MM(.ctP~cc (lowe; level)
8th Street Marketplace!
40S So. 8th Strut. SUite -S50
card holders!
BOIU. toano 83702
Phone 384.0012
A raremoment toyourself .." .
calls/or the special/lavoro/ SuisseMocha~..
.<
Try the inviting flavor of chocolatey··
Suisse 'Mocha, or maybe Cafe Vienna With its
enticing touch of cinnamon.
Finally you can close the door, take off your
shoes and just take it easy. .
Mtera long day, you want to treat yourself to
something soothing and relaxing. . .
Like one of thewarm flavors of General Foods"
International Coffees. Chocolatey'Suisse Mocha.
Smooth Cafe Francais. Cinnamony Cafe Vienna.
Enticm.. g.Orange Cap.puccino.. Or pe.rhaps the
minty, chocolatey flavor of Irish Mocha Mint
Now is the time for General Foods Inter-
national Coffees. Their flavors are made for quiet
.moments like these.
Celebrate the moments of yo~ life.
[~
® General Foods
~lion1981
GENERftti··Fbo~S!··tNTERNATI()NNL··COFFEES
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SPORTS
SPORTS
SHORTS
The swimming pool has ex-
panded its open hours for student,
faculty, staff, and now Alumni
uss.> Those people, with valid
1.0., se the pool (one guest
permitted for all above except
alumni) during the following
hours: Monday, Wednesday,
Friday, 6-9 p.m.; Saturday and
Sunday, 1-5 p.m. Cut-offs and
gym shorts are not allowed.
In addition, - the weight room
and the main gym may be used
(same' policies -street clothes not
permitted) as follows: Weight
room: Monday-Friday, 7:30-8:30
a.m. and 6-9 p.m.; Saturday and
Sunday, 1-5 p.rn. Gym: Monday-
Friday, 6-9 p.m.; Saturday, 1-5
p.m.; Sunday, 2-5 p.m.
For more information, or if
those not listed as eligible wish to
use facilities, contact the Physical
Education Office, G-IOI,
385-1570, .or the Intramurals
Office, AG-102, 385-1131.
Don't forget: Entries for
intramural basketball, men's and
women's, cooed intramural volley-
Iball, and the big Intramural Swim
Meet this Saturday, are due THIS
AFTERNOON (Wednesday) at 5
p.m, Bring your rosters or entries
to the Intramurals Office.' Aux.
Gym 102, phone 385-1131.
Speaking of intramural basket-
ball: the Intramurals office is
looking for qualified persons to
.serve as officials, for both men's
.and women's casaba. Inquire at
the above office ..
C',OACH'
LEACH
«Cotuinued from-page 19
their practices as well.
"I'f we're going to establish a
good solid foundation for our
program, if we are going to have
excellence, we have to start in
each practice situation," Leach
said. "We basically.have had the
same problems in practice that
we've had in game situations with
inconsistency. "
Ironically enough, Boise State
runs through drills and scrim-
mages in practice that are,
according to Leach, as tough as
any in the country. "They (the
drills) are a very good means of
evaluation in competitive situa-
tions," Leach explained.
Practice for Boise State then,
becomes the precursor by which
the Broncos' fortunes can be
ascertained. Leach is not one to
dispute this, for he undoubtedly
has found practice to be an
accurate means of evaluating his
team's performances.
Aside from this,. however, the
Broncos are nevertheless a young,
inexperienced team, and this 'is a
.fact that simply cannot be
overlooked when evaluating Boise
State.
But' as the Broncos approach a
weekend home series with
Northern Arizona and· Nevada
Reno, Leach sees some attitudinal
changes in his team possibly
making the difference.
"I expect us to be emotionally
ready to play and give it our best
shot so far this year," stated
Leach "We want to get off the
wrong side of the ledger and get
ourselves out of the cellar, which I
think we cando."
If the Broncos are planning on
'proving .preseason predictions
[wrong rather than fulfilling them,
. ~o.~ i:the time. to dOit::.,."
BACK To POCATELLO FOR 'fHE RuNNERS
going to try some athletes in new events ."
The brightest perforinances for the men
came in the sprints, with winners in two
. events. Kenrick Camerud set a school
record in the 400-meter dash, with a 48.86
clocking, 2 seconds off the NCAA regional
qualifying time. Dave Bradburn was nearly
a Second behind.. but still garnered third
place.
Bradburn ran up to a second in the 55
meter dash, but this time Mike Steigler
came out first with a 6.51 time.
Tony Bailey was the only other double
placer for the Broncos, as he long-jumped
23-1 for secondand triple-jumped 45-5 3/4
for fourth. Chris Smith placed third with a
high jump of 6-10, while freshman Jake
Jacoby came in sixth with a 6-8 jump.
Two other thirds came from Yair
Mackler, with a 54-7 shot-put, and Howard
Conley, with 2:30.04 in the 1,000 meter.
The highest placers in the women's first.
competition were Cherry Gardner and Jody
The strongest single event for the women
was the high jump, in which Kim Carroll
and Cindy Stewart placed fourth and sixth
with leaps of 5-5 and 5-3. _.
IN THEIR -.second indoor meet' in
Pocatello in as many weeks, both the
men's and the women's Bronco track teams
enter the Idaho State Quadrangular meet
With mixed emotions.
Host School Idaho State, Weber State
College and University of Wyoming will
compete against the Broncos in the season's
first scored meet. :
While the men's team garnered two firsts
and a few other placingsin last weekend's
Mountain States Invitational, in addition to
some notable performances by the women,
both coaches feel their teams have a lot of
room to improve in future competition.
With a young team, according to men's
coach •..Ed Jacoby, the Broncos did
reasonably well in .the wide-open, non-
scoring meet last Saturday, but need more
competition before they can be strong. in all
areas.
"We are looking for improved pcrfor- .
mancesover last weekend," asserts
women's coach Joe Neff. "We are also
Aronson, both placing third. Aronson ran
4:50 in the 1500 meters, while Cherry
Gardner showed in the 3000 meters with
11:06.24. i
MEN'SMSKETBALL--------
.Continuedfrom page 18 Montana to a manageable distance, while
Great support IS lent to both scoring men for the third time this season BSU
by the forwards, Robert Martin and Eddie managed only 40 points.
Johnson, both of whom score and rebound Poor shooting has been a downfall for te
with the top men of many other league' Broncos since the beginning of the year.
teams. Shooting percentage has hovered around 45
The weakest points of the Wolfpaek's percent, as only one player, McKinney, has
performance are a porous defense, and the consistently found reliable shots and
inability to force turnovers. connected on them. The Broncos' top
. Whatever the Broncos' prospects of perimeter shooters, Rodger Bates and Eric
immediate success, they have gained much Bailey, have missed often when a zone
food for thought from their part in setting forces them outside their ranges.
.up the Montana schools into a first-place If the Broncos ean hone their passing
Big Sky tie with Idaho. . offense to the level their man-to-man
A fragmented BSUattack gave Montana' defense has developed, perhaps they will
State the opening to scorch the Broncos drag themselves out of the Big Sky .cellar
96-70 in Bozeman Friday night. However, this weekend. Both games will be broadcast
the Saturday night slowdown kept over KBOI Radio. 670 AM.
Fun Package Men's Night MondayGEORGE'Sr
LIGHTWEIGHT
CYCLES Draft 2 for Drotttor l's8 to 10pm
io-Celebrate our
anniversary
in February
Ladies Night Tuesday
-
Draft 2 for l's
Shop specials
1980 prices Every Sunday .2 Bit Beers/2 Dollar Pitchers
Noon to 1:OO8mBoise Cycling Club
Film Presentation
7:30pm
455 W. State Feb 3
/-;;;~~lX).··.~',
((~llii$~~lJ;,
\~--O--.=:yo ~-='" - " .--- /h'"'''-
The ~ .
Ultimate In
Professional
Hairstyling .
at very
Reasonable
Prices.
FOREIGN CAR PARTS
ACCUJO.IIS rool
PARTS FOR. AUDI .. AusnN HEALEY. 8 MoW • CAml
• DATSUN. flAT • HONDA. MERCEDES·BENZ • MG • OPEL
• "NrO • PORSCHE • TOYOYA • TRIUMPH. VOlVO
• VOUtSWAGEN
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1576 GROVE
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338-0258
. "Products " Student'Uni9nDldg. 344-~7.i·2. .~.,
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. STUDENT SPECIAL
Mon.thru Fri. Sat.
8:30 a.m.-6 p.m. '.Eves byappt. 9:30a.m ...12:30p.m.
The Cramer ChlropraetlcClinic Is offering Free .Most Insurance Plans Pay
Spinal exams for early detection of back
problems, not Including x-rays or treatment. Chiropractic Services
There is absolutely no financial obligation to
you In connection with this offer. No charge If you are not sure if yours
will be incurred unless. you receive either
spinal x-rays or treatment, upon your request. will, give us a call and we
Early detection of back problems Is the best
prevention for future health problems. will help you!
Eleven Danger Signals
AIR ..380
AVIATIONTRAlNEES'W ANTED!
1. Nunx-Inar",undhandl
. 2. IleIU_ n/ghll
3. Paln"'- thoulc»n
4. SU"... of ned<5. N__ 1an
8. DclpraIlon
7.· Heod8cheI
8. Anxiety Inthe chell
9. SU"... or pain.Inlowoirbllck
10. T1"hlplllnd IegI
11. Palnful JoI.~
Many or. you haW beenlold Ihat YOU:'lroubfe Is "nerves, lust -
nerves." Tension or pinchIng or spinal neoves robs your body or
vital energy, Ihuscauslng Ihe 11danger signals 10appear, which
In IJme It not corrected are Ihe ~!!~erlylng causes 01 dlllGllS&.
Exampleor good aplnal
81rueture
.. .' - ," ,,'
The U.S. Navy is looking for highly
motivated sophomores, juniors and
seniors to become. pilots, air tactical.
coordinators and electronic/computor
operators. .
There is no affiliation with a ROTC
Unit, nor do you need to have .
20120 vision.'. . .
If you qualifv,we can guaranteeJ.ou
.aviation training. Souna too goo .
to be true? .. '
Contact: Mr. Oldemever
Collect (208) 334 ..1495.
FLYNAVY~
THE BEST ALWAYS HAVE!
Example or poor spinal
81rUC1ure
t»
ACT NOWI Call for Appt. 377-2266
CRAMER CHIROPRACTIC CLINIC
8275 NORTHVIEW
LI..
: ':~ l: I • r;} h :"j i,".':;[ ; : 1
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BOISE STATE UNIVERSITY
PRESENTS
HAWAIIAN ART STUDY TOUR
March 22-29
3GnIduate Of UndcirgradualaCrtdils
Gl'Non Credit ., ,I'
Paint in your choice of media with one of the greats in
the art ffeld : . . Dr. Louis Peck, Professor and Chair-
man of BSU's Art Department.
Also enjoy the sun and surf of beautiful HAWAII. All of
this over Spring Break!!
Students registering for credit are required to attend two
all day meetings on the BSU Campus. This program Is
g9ared for both beginning and advanced painters.
STUDY TOUR TRAVEL FEE $669.00
.Slxnights at beautiful Hotel Miramar near Walkikl
Beach (double occupancy)
"'Lei greeting \.
*Transfers from airport/hotet7'airport
"'One day free rental carper room
C<Roundtrip airfare from Boise/Honolulu/Boise
C<Studytour lab fee -
.CREDIT FEES
*Three credits $87.00
*Graduate fee ..•...•.....•............. _ : 7.50
NOTE:Study tour expenses are us.ually tax deductible!
Sponsored by the center for Continuing Education/
Summer Sessions/Evening Programs and the BSU Art
Department. Travel by Harmon Travel. ThiS program Is
s'elf-supporting' and waivers, scholarships, etc. do not
apply. Call BSU 385-3295 for more information about
this great stUdy tour .:
r--~;;;;;I~..;~;;ti;;;oo-;.---l
I Clip and mail with total payment to: Continuing Eduea-. I
I tion, BoiseState University. J910 University Drive, BoIse, I
I 1083725. .... I.' .I. NA~E »HM PHONE I
I' ADDRESS 'WKPHONE I
I RegistrationStatus: I
10 Graduate($763.50) 0Upper Divislon-JRISR ($756) II
-,0Lower Dlvlslon-FRISOPH($756) ONon~red.it ($669) .
I.CheckSshoul~ be madepayabletoBSU Hawaiian~tudy Tour I
.L~~~~i'::~·=:~~~~~~~~~~1!~~_J··
EqUal Opportunltyl AffIrmative Action InstitutiOn
INTRODUCINGTHE...
·INFtflTIDN STDPPER
.COUPDN' SYSTEM
The plan we want you to consider Is The New 321plan designed with you in mind.
THE NEW321:Ameal plan that has been tested fo many years on campuses just like Boise State.
. EssentiallY,it offers the ultimate jn flexible dining. '
Eat as often as you like, where you like, when you I!ke
Bring friends to meals
100% useable for anything from a coke to a steak dinner
Buy' food to take with you Into the mountains.
It has no limits short of what you pay for It. This pian Is for you,
HERE1S HDW:' IT. WDRKS!
Each coupon book sells for $43.65 plus tax ... you receive 40 coupons good in either the
on-campus boarding program (all you can eat I)or in thesnackbar for anything fro m snack items to
those "Mama Harris" dell sandwlchesll PLUS for fYoJt3ry 'coupon book you bUy you get 5 extra
coupons worth $5.46 FREE. .. that's an additional 12.5% more In food values you can use and
stretch those food dollars! . .
Coupons are good in the resident hall dining program:
Breakfast ' one coupon
Lunch two coupons
Dinner three coupons
Steak Dinner four coupons
Coupons are .like cash In th'e snOCkbaI-:' . _. . .
Each coupon has.acashequivalent ot$1~07on any of the many items offered In the snack bar
CiUARANTI5ED'
UNINFLATIDN
aur 821 Caupan PrDr:lram.
Save. YouManey
The more y!)U ~,the more you save. That's
the truth •. If you are a hungry eater. the 321
coupon program Is for you. And everytlme you
I dlnewlth us, the high cost offood glides right by,
.ar1dyou glide right out, appetite satisfied at no
more cosuo YOu.' . .
ISound like:a gOpd deal? We'll be happy to
explain th~i~ new.a,ndexciting food program ... or .
sell you one!' J4ststoP by tha food BEirvlceoffice
In the student union building and be prepared ~()-
saVe money!' . . .
NOW DON'T get me wrong, Old Pop
Rivets Is about the best mechanic in JI
potato-land-and he's the only A and P
man I would let lay a finger on "The sPirit
of Yellowpine" (my CcssnalSO)- but he
had just about annoyed the hydraulic fluid
out of me with his slow but steady method
oftrylng to figure out what was ailing my
airplane. I found myself rushing down to
'his hanger for about the fiftieth time in
three days to see how it was going. "For
Christ's sake Pops," I shouted as I burst
through the door to his shop, "why the hell
Is ittalcing you so long? I've never seen you I
take more than a few hours to find out
what was wrong with an aircraft."
As I saw Pops ~ct by piclcing up a large
wrench and begin wallcing slowly towards
me with this German Shepard on angel dust
loolc in his eyes, I Icnew immediately that I
shouldn't have spoken so shortly to the old
boy. I particularly didn't lilce the way he
was slapping the wrench against his wooden
leg as he walked my direction. "Ace
Tyranasauras," shouted Pop in the voice of
the army driU sargeant he once was, "ain't
nobody talked to me in that tone of voice
since long before I lost this here leg in the
Pacific." (Pops lost his leg to gangrene
after he lciclced a Japanese tank senseless in
the Solomon Islands.). "If I didn't Icnow
you were all worried-up about "The Spirit"
I'd probably talce this here box wrench and
knock some sense inta yet head via yer
tailbone. I'd rap you so hard you'd have to
talee off yer shirt ta pee." Pops paused a
minute to let the fun impact of his threat
sink into my now terrified brain, he could
really do it if he wanted to. "But since
you're my friend and best customer I ain't
gonna do that. Instead I'm gonna teU ya
two things: one, I coulda worked a darnn
sight faster if you hadn't been in here
everyday yappin at me Iilce Porlcy Pig on his
way to the butcher shop; and two, there
ain't nothing mechanical wrong with Yet
plane. "The Spirit" Is suffcrin from
trauma induced catatonia with severe
discentering and resulting paranoid schizo.
phrenia, Ace," yer plane needs a head
shrinker, not a mechanic.'.' . ..,. .
I can teU you 're in shock," went on
Pops, "even though yer plane's problems
ain't yet -fault, yer a good pilot:. So I'll do
'thecaD.test.fer,yalhis week.'AI\'you C9l1cge
pups listenup, The firs\ fPl!t,of ya no-good
bums to go up to Thr News office and teU
Cathy, the charming secretarY. who wrote
the book The Onion Fief d will win a free
ticket to the movie of the same name which
the SPB is showing this week in the Ada
'LASSIFIEDS Lounge of the SUB."...-..~I .............'=.,,;;;;,,,;;;;;;;. ;-;;.~;..;;;:;;... ::====::====~~~~~~~~~------------u.EERSONA
FOR SALE LJ-You'll always be the arti-
Stereo components for sale: choke of my elbow. Thanks. LJ
ADS-710 speakers, Denon D.O.
Turntable DP-1200 Call Mike MVTD--Skeets loves you and so
343-9603 or leave message do I.--LY. . YADB
336-5407. CLM--My faith in you went south
FOR RENT with the last flat bagels-L hope
Room furnished $90.00 W/D somebody knocks some Sense into
limited cooking. 375-4032, you before the hits-and-running
3424754. gets the better of you. Icare. LJ
-GARFIEL[)TMBy Jim Davis
lCAN'T~E.L1E.VE IT.
ME., GJARFIELP, IN A.
DOG POOND
o 1981 Punch Publ$. Ltd. Ols!. L.A, Times Synd.
"It's very difficult to get this species to breed in
captivity."
HELP WANTED
Earn up to $1,000 or more for a
few evenings work. No selling.
Just hang posters on your campus
advertising our half-price tours of
Europe. For details, write:
TRA VEL STUDY INTERNA
I--~-~~ ......-----I TIONAL, 2030 East 4800 South,
Roommate wanted male? female? Suite 101, Salt Lake City. Utah
Nice house close to SUB, currently 84117.
HOUSING
House for rent, furnished two
blocks from SUB living room
fireplace 5 bedrooms, familyroom,
two kitchens, water, sewer, trash
paid. $550.00/month plus deposit
3424754, 375-4032.
Olsl. L.A. Times Synd,o 1981 Punch Pubis. Ltd.
v "I wanted to' join, but I failed the physical,"
Bill Vaun 45's still sold at
Capital Music Works and Budget
Tapes and Records. Support your
local musician's future. .
Sun Valley Ski Resort. Maids
needed immediately. Low cost
housing for the season. Call
Mountain Resorts, 726-9344.
Gnu C1assifiedsare available to the public e~ch Wednesday for pri,ntingeverything from
your sassy personnelsto blurbs about selhng your Aunt Martha s trombone.
Costs only 5 cents a word in advance, like the LR:S., to get your scintillating wit into .
dazzling black and white.
Just jog on down to the BSU5UB Information Center before Friday at five and you can
buy your place in print. If you're a little flabby just use this handy. coupon, but please don't
forget the coinage.
Name: Mail To:1I~~:::':--"""'_----------~------7heUniversity News
Address: Classifieds
II:P";"h;;';o:':n'::e:'::. ....--------..;....----------1910 University DriveII.;;...;;,;;~:------- ......-------'------Boise, Idaho 83725
Please print clearly.
;DECLASSIFIED
)
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FEBRUARY24-TU~SDAY
PETE AND PAUL
BARKETT ..
. .
PIANO 8c GUITAR FOL~ac E.ASYR:OCK
'FEBRUARY12-THU~SDAY
RUFF N' READY
'BANJO 8c GUITARIST
AWARQ WINNING
CO UNTRY 8c BLUEGRASS MUSIC
lilT.
1III111C
MARCH 5-THURSDAY
BUD HUMPHREY.
GUITAR
FOLK, EASY ROCK,
8c CLASSICAL
;,;.,.
.','
. MARCH 31-TUESDAY
MORGAN WHALEN-
;PI~N6 8cGUITAR
ORIGINATED THE
STYLEOF FOLK¢ROCK:
"..·.;0t;~~~i~J;10gt#ill"f£g;fftT H U ~t:~~%·jjy
·OPEN ~.;-
MAY 7-THURSD
OPEN
FREE!38S-3297
APRI·L 88c9-WEDN~SDAY
.BcT:HURSDAY:):''
CH'ARLoIE MAGO'i:.1iE
GUITAR"Sc HARM,ti!iNI.<:A
-, .
-".,
